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Young Wild West · Raiding the Redskins
•

OR, ARIETTA AND

THE APACHE TRAP

By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER !.-The Fiendish Work of the
Apaches.

anyhow. He was tall, well formed and graceful
of bearing, while his muscles stood out in bold
relief through the hideous paint that adorned
It was a bright moonlight night in the fall the upper portion of hls body. There were just
of the year. The jagged and queer-shaped twenty braves under the chief, and these were
formations of rock that loomed up on the ~teep all that were left of over a hundred who had
slope near the source of the Little Coiorado started out three weeks before to make war
river took on a weird appearance and a !'till- upon the palefaces-to kill and scalp all they
ncss thlit was almost deathly reigned sup1'eme. came upon of the "1-ace they hated so much.
If a person could have suddenly been trans- A troop of cavalry had caught them napping
ported to that region j u st then, and left there a few days befor~, and the result was that the
to his own meditations, it is more than likely twenty-one who were n ow planning to make
he would have considered himself t o be entirely a raid on a little settlement but a few miles
out of the land of the living, for the sparse below the spot where they had allowed their
vegetation that showed here and there among horses t o drink were all that were left. As
the rocks looked as though the life had long_ the chief finished speaking the twenty redskins.
since been sapped from it by the extreme dry- nodded simultaneously, and then waited for his
ness of the air. Just as the moon raised above orders. Spotted Snake tumed hls horse to thea high crest in the distance, and the pale light bank of the stream, and was quickly riding along
flooded the rocky slope, a lone horseman came close to its edge.
riding slowly down to the shallow stream. He
For perhaps a mile they r ode along in this
was an Apache Indian in full war-paint, and as way, following the narrow path, which , wound
he allowed his horse to enter the stream and in zigzag fashion, but never getting further
sta1·t drinking, he held his hand to his f orehead than twenty or thirty feet from the bank of
and loohd in every direction.
the river. · On rode the Apaches, and as the
Having satisfied himself that theTe was no traveling became a little better they drew up
one lurking about among the shadows, the four abreast, the chief keeping a few yards in
Apache gave a sharp call in imitation of the the lead. The horses were kept at a gentle
hoot of an owl. It was answered right away canter now, and as the chief broke through a
from somewhere above him, and then the sounds small patch if pines something like fifteen minmade by horses' hoofs we1·e heard. The next utes after they had left the spot where the horses
moment another Indian appeared riding down had been watered, a light showed up less than
the steep descent. fie was followed by another, a mile away. It came from the window of a
and still another, and so on until as many as log cabin, as the redskin>< well knew, an'.l ihougi-.
a sc<>1·e had gathered upon the bank of the river. it was not a bright light by any me.a ns, it
None of them spoke a word, however, but at served them as a beacon. That solitary light
a motion from the one who had first appeared which gleamed out ahead of them showed them
in the moonlight they allowed their horses to the way to a small settlement of less th ,m half
enter the stream and drink. The sucking up of a dozen log .shanties. The fact was that four
the water by the thirsty animals broke the still- families lived there.
They had braved the
ness, and if one had been listening just then dangei-s of the wilds of that 1·egion to earn a
he w.ould have realized that he was really in livelihood by hunting, trapping, and farming on
the land of the living, after all. When the last a small scale. The nearest town was over fifty
horse had removed his head from the water miles away, and the fort, where a detachment
the Apache who . had been -ih-st to enter the of government troops were stationed, was a
creek raised his hands, and in a guttural t one trifle more than that distance.
c,f voice said :
When they saw the solitary light beaming
;'Ugh! Now we go to the paleface settlement ahead. of them the redskins began to converse
and avenge the wrongs that have been done t o for the first time. But they tallied in sueh low
the Apaches. Spotted Snake has spoken!"
tone that they could not hav~ possibly been
Spotted Snake, as he called himself, was "in- hea1·d very fa~·. The chief kept right 'on, never
deed a fme specimen of manhood, physically, once turning his head or saying anything that
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would indicate that he had seen the light. Five
minutes later they were so near to the settlement that they could see the buildings that were
almost surrounded by ti·ees. Not until they were
within three hundred yards of the nearest of
the log buildings did the chief come to a halt.
The rest followed his example instantly. Then
the light suddenly disapp~ared from the window
of the shanty. This meant that the last oi:I'
of the families had retired for the night.
Spotted Snake gave a guttural grunt of app1·oval, and then he turned in the saddle and
gave some instructions to his followers.
At a signal from the chief the Apaches dismounted. Then, dividing themselves, so that a
certain number could make an attack upon each
of the log shanties, they waited for the chief
to give the command. There was a deathly
silence for the space of a full minute, and then
Spotted Snake uttered his savage war cry. T~e
rest took it up instantly, and then the raid
began. The doors of the log cabins were battered in in much less time than it takes to
record it, for the Apaches were certaintly working in a systematic way just then. Screams
and the excited voices of men sounded above the
din, and then the cracking of revolvers was
heard. But the attack was entirely unexpected,
and in less than ten minutes Spotted Snake and
his braves had conquered, the result being that
three brave men had g·one to their death, while
one was lying wounded on the threshold of his
home. When the chief counted them he found
he had seven women and six children as prisoners. Of the women, four of them were the
wives of the men who had so ably defended
them against great odds.
Three of them were nothing more than young
girls, just budding into womanhood. 'l.'he thr~e
children averaged probably twelve years of age.
When they had satisfied themselves that there
were no more men left to oppose them, for they
all thought the wounded man was dead, since
he was lying with outstretched arms, and had
not mo,•ed or uttered a groan as they trampled
ove!' him in order to take the women and children prhmners, the work of raiding the buildings began. This man, who. had been_ renderE:d
unconscious by a bullet &'razmg the side of his
head came to while this was going on, but
he 1-~alized that it would mean certain death
to him if he showed signs of being alive, and he
wisely remained silent. Two of the braves
seized what they thought to be the lifeless bo:ly
and dragged it aside.
The fiendish work continued, and it was not
long before everything the Apaches considered
to be of value was removed from the shanties.
Then two yokes of oxen and a couple of big
wagons were brought into service, and the plunder was promptly taken care of, so that it
might be conveyed to ';he spot the Indi:ms had
selected for their headquarters. A few horses
were found also, an_d when they were ready
t,o leave Spotted Snake gave the word to fire
the 1;:hanties. After a very few minutes the
shanties were burning fiercely, and waiting till
they were sure that nothing could intervene to
save them from total destruction, the Apaches
started from the spot, taking their prisoners
ind vluncler with them. Not until they were

completely out of sight did the man, who had
been posing as dead, arise to his feet.
"I must go for help. The death of my friends
must be avenged, and the captives must be
rescued. Tom Short, you have got work ahead
of yer. This is awful, but I ain't goin' ter
give in an' set down an' cry about it; I'm goin'
ter look for help. I'll git it, too."
Leaving the blazing log structures behind him,
and mounting a horse he found, the survivor
of the Apache raid rode away in search of help.

•
CHAPTER II.-Tom Short Finds Help.
The morning following the Apache raid upon
the little settlement a party of eight might
have been found camped at the mouth of a ravine, probably thirty-five miles from the scene
of death and destruction. The party consisted
of Young ,vild West, the Champion Deadshot
and well-known boy hero of the Wild West, and
his friends. Two of the latter were kno,vn as
his partners, and were named Cheyenne Charlie
and Jim Dart. The former was an ex-government scout, and the latter a boy about the same
age as our hero. There were three git-ls wit!i
them, or one of them was a · young woman,
rather. She was Anna, the wife of Cheyenne
Charlie; the other two being the f>weethearts of
Young Wild West and Jim Dart. Pretty, goldenhaired Arietta Murdock had the distinction of
being the sweetheart of our hero, while Eloise
Gardner, a dark-eyed young miss, was Jim
Dart's sweethea1·t.
The other two making up the party of eight
were two ChiJ1,amen, typical of their r::ice. Tl1t>y
were brothers, named He~ Wah and Wi!}g Wal1,
and though they looked to be very mnocent,
and even childish, they were not, especially the
one called Hop Wah. He was probably a rare
exception to his race, for he was a professional ·
card sharp, a -very clever sleight-of-hand performer, bright as a dollar, and very fond of
practical· jokes. But for the benefit of the new
readers who might chance to pick up the "Wild
West Weekly" for the first time, we will say
that though he was but a boy in yean, You11g
Wild West had made a name for himself by
his daring deeds, square dealings, and thrilling
adventures with outlaws, Indians, greasers and
half-breeds that many an older person would
have been proud to own. He had been nicknamed the Prince of the Saddle because of the
easy grace with which he could ride and manage any kind of a horse, no matter how wild or
bad it might be.
Cheyenne Charlie had put in about ten years
in the service of the government as a scout, and
he had been "through the mill," for at that- time
Indian wars were almost continually in progress
in certain parts of the great West. Jim Dart
was a boy about the same age as our hero, and
though he seldom had much to say, he was always ready to do his part, and when it came
to bravery, skill and daring he could be counted
upon. Of the three girls-our hero and his
partners always spoke of them as girls-Arietta
Mui·dock was the only one who had been born
and reared in the West. Since she had become
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acquainted with Young Wild West she had at 0
tained a degree of coolness that few of her sex
are able to possess. Anna and Eloise had been
in the West :fust about long enough to make
them think that there was no other place worth
while living at. They had learned to handle
firearms and ride horseback so well that they
were quite capable of taking care of themseh-es
in times of danger.
Young Wild West and his pa1-tners had struck
it rich in the Black Hills some two or three
years previous to the opening of this story.
The income they derived from the mines they
owned and were interested in was more than
sufficient to permit them to pursue their favorite hobby, which was riding through the
wildest parts of the West in search of adventure, fortune and fun. With this brief intr?duction of the characters of our story, we v,nll
proceed with it. As we find them on this particular morning they have just finished eating their breakfast. The sun was about half
an hour high, and the scene was one of rare
beauty, in spite of its wildness. Mountain peaks
reared up on the right and left, while before
them lay the rugged foothills of a range that
lay so far away that the outlines could be barely di~cerned against the almost cloudless sky.
The Little Colorado River flowed along close
to the mouth of the ravine, and it was upon the
bank of this stream that their horses were grazinv.
Young Wild West walked from the camp, followed by his partner and the two Chinamen.
The ho1=ses were ~oon being- led back ,,o they
might make preparations to leave the spot. Our
hero's horse was a splendid sonel stallion named
Spitfire. This noble animal had carried the
dashing boy through many perils, and several
times had been the direct means of saving his
life. It happened that Young Wild West did
not have any particular destination in view
just then. They had come over from New Mexico into Arizona for the purpose of roughing it
through the mountains, and eventually fetching
up at some mining camp they had never Yisited
before.
"Get a move on you, heathens," Cheyenne
Charlie called out, as he finished saddling the
hoTse his wife was to ride. "You seem to be
mighty slow thh< mornin', I reckon."
"Lat allee light, ML!er Charlie," Hop Wah,
who was sometime_ called Young Wild West's
CleveT Chinaman answered, a grin showing on
his yellow visage. "You in velly muchee hully
!is morning, so be."
"Never mind about that," was the retort, and
Cheyenne Charlie tried to look savage. It w11s
not long before the two Chinamen had the packhor~es loaded, and then, just as _our friends
were about to mount their horses, the clatter
of hoofs sounded near them. A few second~ later
a horseman came into view. One glance at him
told our friends that he had probably been riding a long time, as his horse was covered with
foam.
·'He11o, stranger!'' Young Wild West ca1Jed
out, as the horseman gave a sharp cry of delight, and brought his steed to a halt near
them. You seem to be in a great hurry this
morning. What's the trouble?"

.
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"Ther 'Paches burned our settlement last
night," came the reply, as the man dismounted
and nearly fell from exhaustion as he did so.
"They killed three men an' took half ther woman an' children. There was mO"re than twenty
of 'em, I reckon. They to8k us by surprise
about an hour afore midnight. I was mighty
lucky to git away. I played possum on 'em,
an' ;;truck out to look for help. I'm sorry you've
got them gals with yer, or you might be of
some good in this case."
''I 1·eckon that don't make no difference," the
dashing young deadshot answered, shrugging his
shoulders. "If it comes to the point the girls
we have here know how to fight redskins, too.
You say there were about twenty of them, eh?"
"About that, or maybe more. I couldn't judge
very well, yer know, since I fell when they
first busted in ther door of my shanty. A
bullet grazed thel' side of my head an' knocked
me senseless for a while. But I knowed enough
to keep still when I come to. It was my only
chance, an' I made up my mind I was goin' ter
work it for all it was worth. Them 'Paches has
got teT suffer for this, young feller."
'·You can bet they will," and the. boy nodded
in a way that meant business. "We will get
after them right away."
·
""¥"ou act jest as though you know what you're
talkm' about, young feller," he said. "I kin
tell by ther looks of yer that you'1·e all right.
Who might yer be, if you don't mind tellin'?"
"Well, the only name I remember of ever having is Young Wild West."
"What!" and the face of the man lighted up
as if by magic. "You ain't Young Wild West,
ther Champion Deadshot, are yer?"
''That's jest who I happen to be. Somebody
g-ave me the name of Champion Deadshot, so I
suppose I'll hang on to it until someone comes
along and beats me shooting. But I don't pride
myself much ·on that. What I like to do is to
help tho"e who need it. You can bet all you're
worth, stranger, that I'll get after the redskins,
and with the help of my partners and the girls
we will save the women and children from
them."
,'.'Blamed if I don't think you kin do it, Young
'' 1!d West," and the man put out his hand,
which_ was accepted by the dashing young deadshot m a .hearty shake. "My name are Tom
Short. I'm willin' to diye into them redskins
any kind of fashion, too. They'Ye got my wife
an' little gal."
"Well, the first thing in order, then, is for
you to have ~omething to eat. Wing I reckon
it won't take you ve r y long to fix 'this man
up. ''
"Allee light, Misler Wild ," and the cook began
unbuckling the straps that held the load to a
pack-horse.
_
Cheyenne Charlie took charge of the man's
horse, while Wing was getting him somethinC\" to
eat. He gave the animal a thorough rubbing
down, and then permitted him to nibble at the
grass which g1·ew in abundance along the bank
of the river. While he was eating our hero
and his friends talked over the outrage the
Apaches had committed.
"I knew there wa~ an oub:n-eak " said Wild:
"But I thought the commandant at' the fort had .
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things pretty well in hand fn this section. I
suppose the redskins a1·e so well acquainted with
the lay of the la:cd ~hat +hey have been able
to keep pretty safe. But twenty seems to ba
a few, I think: !f that is all that belongs to
the band they must be daring ones. But that
makes no difference to us. We know very well
that the Apaches are about as dangerous foes
as any of the Indians. They are very tricky,
and when they get cornered they will fight till
the last. But perhaps we will be able to show
them a trick or two before we get through w1th
them. It happens that we all know how to go
after redskins."
"I reckon if you don't know all about it there
ain't anyone as does," Cheyenne Charlie declared.
"Well, how about yourself Charlie? You have
ut "in a few years at the business, you know.
reckon you can't be fooled by the Apachesnot very handy, anyhow."
"Well, I always does my l.,est, Wild," and the
scout nodded his head and looked pleased at
what the boy had said.
In a few minutes they were ready to start,
and then the work they had before them was
begun.

smouldering in some places, but there was· nothing left of the little log buildings-not enough
to make kindling wood for a campfire. The
Apaches had done their fiendish work well.
Short showed Wild the graves of two babies on
the piece of ground that had been set apart as
a burying ground, and then he soon had the
two Chinaman busy making preparations for the
last that could be done for the three men who
had fallen when the Apaches· made the attack
the night before. Charlie and Jim soon lent
their assistance to Hop and Wing, and the result was that it was not so very long before
the job was done.
"Now, then," said Young ,vild West, "I reckon
we'll get after the red fiends. I can tell that
there were no more than about twenty of them
by the footprints. But it may be that they
have gone to join others, who were waiting for
them somewhere around. But that makes no
difference. We set out to get the Apaches, and
that is what we are going to do. I propose to
catch them napping and make a raid on them.
If we can do that I reckon there won't be many
of them left when the raid is over with. Of
course, I know they're very tricky. Apaches
are not to be caught napping any kind of fashion. They are always on the lookout for any
enemy when they are on the warpath. But we
have beaten them before, so I reckon we can do
CHAPTER III.-The Two Cowboys.
it now. As I have already said, if there are
Young Wild West and his charming sweet- no more than twenty of them, it will be easy."
There being nothing to hold them at the spot
heart rode along at the head of the litle column,
the two Chinamen with the pack-horses fetch- where the shanties had stood, our friends soon
ing- up the rear. The tough mustang Tom mounted their horses and took the trail of the
Short had used to go in search of help stood Apaches. The Indians had gone back the way
the strain of the long ride thr·ough the night they came, and soon Young Wild West was ridwell, and they m_ade pretty good headway. As ing along the bank of the river at the head of
they rode along Short told all about the work the party. Not until he came to the spot where
of the Apaches. The fight had only lasted a the red fiends had paused to give their horses
short- time, he said, but it was awful while it a drink the night before preparatory to riding
did last. He gave the names of the three men over to the settlement did he call a halt.
"Now, then, boys," said he, addressing his two
killed, whose families, along with his own, were
taken p:i:isone1·s. Lawrence, Hooker, and Leven partners, "I reckon we have got to be on the
were the names. They followed the tr;:,iil Short watch. It strikes me that the Apaches are no
had made until about ten miles had been cov- so very far away. There are lots of hiding place!'!
ered. Then he told our hero that a short cut up there," and he pointed to the rocks tha
might be made, as it seemed to him that he had showed above them as far as the eye could reach,
traveled in anything but a straight line during "so there is no telling just where they migh
have got their camp located. We will have t
the night.
"I know ther direction now," he added. "Jest go in single file, I reckon, until we get to tha
elevation over there. "'e will give our horse,
strike out this way, an' never mind my trail."
Acting on his suggestion, Young Wild West a drink, and fill up the water kegs, and the
and his friends rode along. The morning gradu- we will set out."
It did not take many minutes to do this, an
ally passed, and when it came noon Short declared that they should get to the burned settle- then they started off up the tortuous ascent
ment in another hour. A halt was called, and The trail of the redskins was a plain one, an
the horses were soon turned out to graze and as long as it remained that way they had n
re,:;t themselves. Wing, the cook, was not long fear of a surprise. When they had covere
in kindling a fire, and as our friends had quite about three miles they suddenly heard the crack
a big supply of game on hand that had been ing of revolvers, not far ahead of them. Th
shot during the last two days, they were bound sounds came from behind an elevation of rock
to haye an appetizing meal. It was a little land that loomed up before them. Instantly the
·
over an hour that our friends took to rest the were ready for business.
"Get bac:: to the rear, girls," said ,vild quickly
horises. This was because the settler's horse
needl'd it badly. Wild knew that the animal as he unslung his winchester.
Just then a savage yell was h,;,,Td, and the
would have another chance at it when they got
to the ruins of the burned shanties, for it would they knew that the Apaches were close at hand
be nocessary for them to remain ther·e a while. Charlie and Jim got their rifles ready almost a
Th~y pushed' on, and when just about an hour quickly as did the young deadshot, and To
had ehpsed. they came to it. Fire was still Short was not far behind them. The four no~
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put forwa1·d at .a gallop. As they rode around
a high pile of rocks that obstructed their view
from what was doing on at tl.e other side, they
came in sight of two cowboys riaing for their
lives. Directly toward them. Less than a hundred ya1·ds behind them were half a dozen Apache
b1·aves, resplendent in their war paint, and yelling like the fiends they were. Crack! Crac1c !
Each of the cowboys turned in the· saddle and
fired at them. But neither of the shots took
effect. Then it was that Young Wild West placed his rifle to his shoulder, and taking a quick aim
pulled the trigger. As the report rang out the
foremost of the Indians threw- up his arms and
tumbled from the back of his horse. Charlie
and Jir.1 fired next, a:nd two more went down.
Tom Short fired, and succeeded in dropping one
of the ponies, sending its rider headlong to the
ground as the animal stumbled and fell. The
remaining Apaches reined in their steeds in a
· hurry, and quickly ·made for shelte1· among the
rocks. Meanwhile the cowboys were shouting
and waving theil- hats, fo1; they were overjoyed
at the shout of our friends and what they had.
clone for them. Wild called a halt now, and
thev waited until. the two came up.
"Whoopee! Whoopee!" yelled out of them.
"It's Young Wild West, Jake, as sure as you
live."
"Hoo1·ay ! " the other cowboy yelled, as he waved his hat, excitedly. "Jest in time, too, wasn't
they?"
Neither Wild nor his partners remembered of
having seen the men before, but that was not
strange, since they came in contact with so ·
many cowboys in their travels that it was impossible for them to remembd all the faces.
'·I reckon you were in quite a ti~ht place,
boys," said Wild, smiling at them.
'The redskins wanted you mighty bad by the looks of
things."
''They sartinly did, Young Wild West," was
the reply. "They took us by surprise, too. We
got out this way ther day before yesterday.
We was lookin' up some cattle that had strayed
away from ther ranch, an' I reckon we must
have got lost, since we ain't be able to find any
landmarks that we knowed. Ther 'Paches come
on us mighty sudden about ten minutes ago,
an' we've been ridin' to get away from 'em ever
since. Maybe we might have done it without
your help, but I sorter doubt it. I'm much
obliged to yer."
. "So am I," the other spoke up, quickly. "Now
we kin follow up tl1er galoots an' give 'em what
they deserve."
"How many did you see of them?" asked our
hero, in his cool and easy way.
"Only six," was the reply.
They then gave their names as Sam Gabel
and Jake Wells, and decla1·ed that they did not
exactly know just where the ranch they belonged
to was located, but that they thought it was
not more than fifty or sixty miles away. ToP-1
Short was more than pleased to find that they
had two more to help them in the work they
had ahead of them.
"There's six of us now, not coubtin' th~ gals,"
he said. "An' three of ther Injuns has. passed
in their chips. I reckon things is much better
for us now."
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They soon rode off to the left, and managed to
place a ridge that was cove.red with stunted
trees between them and the spot where the
Indians had disappeared. They worked their
way around until they suddenly came upon the
trail they had been following. There it was, as
plain as day, for the prints of the horses' hoofs
looked to be very fresh.
"Just keep a lookout behind, Charlie," he said.
"I 1·eckon you had better get back there with
the two Chinamen."
"All right, Wild," was the reply, and the
scout lost no time in doing so.
They rode on for perhaps a mile further, the
country becoming more wild and the traveling
more difficult as they did so. Then it was they
came to the mouth of a narrow defile. The trail
led on through this, and when Young Wild West
brought his horse to a halt Jim Dart and the
rest knew very well that he did not propose to
ride through just then.
"I reckon we are not going to get into any
trap, boys," our hero said in his cool and easy
way. "We will just' look around for a good
place to pitch our camp. We want a spot
where we will be safe from an attack, too.
Everybody take a look now, and we will see what
re can do."
"I guess there is a place right over there,
Wild," spoke up Arietta, quickly. "Do you see
that litle cascade that come tumbling down from
the rocks above? It looks to be a regular
pocket there, with rocks enough scattered around
to give us all the shelter we could possibly ask
fw:."
"That's right, Et," the dashing young deadshot retorted, as he looked in the direction the
gil'l pointed. "That is just the place. Come
on."
The spot was not more than a hundred yards
distant, so they quickly rnached it and dismounted. As Arietta said, it was all they could
wish for, so they quickly dismounted and started
to work to form a barricade of rocks and
boulders.
.
"I re·ckon we'll be safe enough here," said Wild,
as he looked around and gave a nod of satisfaction. There is plenty of water, and there's
fodder for the horses, too. I am satisfied that
the Apaches are not far away, so here is where
we will make our quarters until we have settled
accounts with them and rescued the prisoner1:.."

CHAPTER IV.-Hop Makes A Blunder.
Young Wild West knew that it was more than
likely that the Apaches had. been watching them,
and that they had seen them take up their
quarters at the foot of the little cascade, among
the rocl!:s. This meant that in all probability
an attack would be made upon them before
very long. While the boy kept a sharp watch
for the appearance of the Apaches, the rest
worked hard, and gradually they got the camp
into such shape that it would be a'.:nost impossible for a band of redskins to get possession
of it. At the end of an hour our hern declared
that things were in just ex.actly the sort of
sh::ipe they should be, and a~ he had seen noth-
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ing of any of the redskins he now decided to
make a little scouting trip and try to locate them.
"Let me go with yer, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie
said, after the boy had declared hi,; intention.
"All right, Charlie," was the reply. "I 1·eckon
that will be all right. We will leave things
in charge of Jim."
Wild and Charlie soon reached the top of the
highest point anywhere near the camp, and then,
creeping along thr9ugh some bushes, they got
to the edge of a precipice. Peering down they
were not surprised to see the camp of the redskins below them. It lay in a very snug corner
among the rocks, and when they saw that the
stream that trickled down from the rocks to
their camp flowed through t11is very spot, they
knew that the Apaches were as well fixed for a
camping ground as they were themselves. Wild
quickly counted the reuskins; and when he found
there were eighteen of them, counting the chief,
who wore a head-dress tliat reached away down
his back, and seemed to be a very bold and fearless Indian, he gave a nod of satisfaction.
"There must be twenty-~ne of them, Charlie,';
he whispered.
"That's right, \Vild," was the reply. "I've just
counted 'em up. Do yer see anything of ther
prisoners?"
"No, not yet. But I reckon they are out of
sight behind those rocks over there."
They rr.oved along for perhaps a hundred feet
and then they again crept to the edge and peered
over. Then they were able to see the prisoners,
who were really behind the pile of rocks. Aftei;..,
having satisfied themselves the two looked around
for a more straight course to take them back
to the camp. In a straight line it .was not more
than two hundred yards from the spot, so when
they found that it would be quite easy for them
to proceed almost straight they set out. They
were not long in reaching a spot that overlooked
their own camp, though they could not see directly below, since a ledge ran out several feet,
and formed a sort of cover over it. It was
impossible for them to descend there, so they
had to go further on, and then they came down
from the side of the camp that was opposite
to that they had made the ascent. Before showit:g themselves, however, Wild called out, as he
did not want to be fired upon through a mistake.
Short and the cowboys might do this, since they
were so anxious to get a shot at the redskins.
"We didn't expect to see you come around
that -y,ay," the settler said, his eyes opening in
i-urprise.
"Well,. we found it to be an easier way than
that which we took when we went up," Wild retorte~. "We found the camp of the Apaches,
all right, and . we saw the prisoners, too. They
are all there, .safe and sound. None of them are
tied, either."
"But there ain't no chance for 'em to git away,
thoug~," broke in the scout. "They've got 'em
back m among ther rocks, in some sich a place
as we've got here. They don't stand no show of
gittin' away of their own accord. But we'll git
'em, all right."
While they were talking they suddenly heard
· thE; sounds made by an approaching horse. The
,nmals was at a walk, as t hey could easily tell.

· "\\.hat's that mean?" said Shor t, as he' looked
,
surprised.
"I reckon I'll go and find out," \\.ild an~wered,
quickly.
The next minute he was moving swiftly along
among the rocks. He had not gone far when he
saw a riderless mustang walking along toward
the narrow defile. It was one of the ponies that
had been left riderless when he and his partners
had shot the three Apaches. The boy knew that
the moment his eyes fell upon it.
"I reckon I'll get him," he thought.
Then he moved along swiftly and had no
trouble in catching the horse by the bridle. This
done, he started for the camp. \\'hen his friends
saw him approaching with the horse they all
understood what had happened. Being without
a saddle, it was easy for them to guess that
the steed had belonged to one of the Indiar.s.
"Whattee you do with um hor:;e, Misler Wild~"
Hop \Vah asked as he came up and patted the ·
animal on the neck.
"Well, Hop, I thought mavbe he would come
in _handy for us," was the reply. ·'I don't know
as we have any need for him, but we may, before
we are through."
"Maybe we havee lillee fun with um ledskins "
sugges ted the Chinaman. '·Me fixee uppee u~1
dummy on um horse's back, and len me send him
thlough um place down lere. When um ledsk_ins see um horse allee samee comee thlough
with um man on um backee ley haYee whole Jot
.
·
fun and shootee."
"_Well, that's so. It might make them waste
a little of their ammunition. Go ahead and fix
·
the horse up, if you want to, Hop."
All hands got on to the spirit of the thin <>"
for they were all anxious to worry the Apach;~
as much as possible. Hop tie.d the horse to a
tre~, and then went at work rigging up a dummy.
This was not so hard to do, since there were
saplings enough growing about to allow him to
make a selection from them. He first cut two
that were bent according to the way he wanted
them, and then he found an old pair of trouSE;rs that had ~elonged to the scout, and had been
d1sc~rded. With some pieces of rope he soon
fl!-sh1oned the dummy and had it dressed to suit
h1s taste. It was placed upon the back of the
mustang and tied there securely. Then an old
hat was tied fast to a stick that was used fo1·
a~ arm of the th~ng, and then, satisfied with
his work, Hop untied the horse and started to
11:ad it to the defile. Wild and Charlie followed
him, for they. thought it might be possible that
one or more of the redskins might be doing
gua r d duty the1·e. But such was not the case
'
not at that end of it, anyhow.
The Chinaman led the horse r ight into the nar1·ow place, and then, stepping back, he struck
the steed a blow on the haunches with a whip.
The result ,,•as that the animal gave a snort
and started through the nanow /lace at a mad
gallop. Our friends listened, an the next minute they heard a volley of shot fired.
"Ha, ha, ha!" roared Cheyenne Charlie holding his hands to his sides. "That's what' I call
putty ~od. I would jest like to have been somew~ere so I could have seen 'em shoot at that
thmg. Hop, you're all right."
Then he turned to Wild and added:
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"S'pose • we go up there again, an' see what
ther galoots is doin', Wild?"
"I reckon that will be a pretty good idea,"
was the reply. "Come on. The rest can watch
the mouth of the defile, and it any of the redskins should happen to come out they will know
what to do with them."
The two now proceeded to climb up to the
top of the cliff. 1t was much easier now, since
they knew just the way to go, and in a very
short time they had reached the spot ·wheTe they
had watched the camp of the redskins before,
and had been able to see the prisoners. They
,,·ere just in time to see one of the redskins capture the mustang, which must have galloped
through among the rock. The scout grinned
when he saw the Apache strike the dummy and
try to dislodge it from the horse's back. They
remained there for perhaps ten minutes, and
just then, as they were thinking of going back
to the camp they saw two of the braves start
stealthily through the defile, which was not
more .than two hundred feet in length, and very
narrow, as has already been said.
"I wonder what they are up to, Chai:lie?" our
hel'Q said. "They act -as though they have some
purpose .in view besides merely keeping a watch."
"It looks that way, Wild," was the reply.
The two redskins had scarcely disappeared into the defile when a slirill yell sounded. It did
not come from one of them, as our friends knew
right away. It was the voice of a Chinaman,
and' the Chinaman was no other than Hop.
"Great gimlets!" exclaimed the scout. "What
did that heathen want ter try an' sneak through
there for'?"
"I don't know," replied our hero, shaking his
head. "But they have got him, sure enough."
This was a fact. The two Apaches came
forth from the defile, drngging. Hop along with
them. Wild was not a little disturbed ov.er what
had happened, for he knew that if the redskins
undertook to ha1·m the Chinaman be and Charlie
would have to act. This meant that it would
not hasten their chances of rescning the prisoners any. But he knew that Hop was quite able
to take care of himself, if he had just the least
~e9.

.

.

"We'll wait and see what tur~s upi Charlie,"
he said, in a whisper.
Taking comfortable positions from which they
could be watched without being seen by the
Indians, our hero and the scout settled down to
wait for what might turn up. There was one
thing about it! They did not propose to let the
Chinaman be harmed, even if they jeopardized
their own lives in saving him. ~lop was too good
a fellow for that.
CHAPTER V.-Hop Creates A Sensation Among
the Indians.

In order to explain Hop's appearance in the
defile we must go back to the time Young Wild
West met Cheyenne Charlie the second time.
'I'he Chinaman was so delighted at the trick he
had played with the hors.e and dummy that he
:felt that he must go to the camp of the redskins and treat them to more surprii3es. By
dolng this he might aid our hero and his friends
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to rescue the women and children. This is tl1e
\\;ay . he looked at it, and H op -generally had
pretty good ideas about such things. If he
went boldly to the camp of the Jndians it wo~ld
not" be the first time he had done such a thing.
The fact that he had always managed to oui.wit
such fellows gave him the courage to do it now.
When he had thought about it for four or five
minutes he looked at Arietta and said:
"Me go and findee outee whatee um ledskins
go do, Missy Alietta. Me allee samee velly
smartee Chinee, so be. Me makee outee allee
· light. Me showee lem some magic tlicks, so be.
Ley no hurtee me; ley allee samee thlinkee me
velly muchee smartee medicine man."
"Wait until Wild comes back," the girl an-.
swered. "Maybe he does not want you to go."
"Lat allee light, Mjssy Alietta; me go now.
Misler Wild and Misler Charlie allee samee
watchee um ledskins, and when ley see me go
Jere ley know whatee do. Me go now."
Short and the cowboys could hardly believe
their own ears when they heard the Chinaman
say he meant to pay a visit to the camp of the
Apaches. They thought that he would simply
be courting instant death if he did such a thing.
When they saw him strike out in the direction
of the mouth of the narrow defile they looked
at Jim and the gil'ls in amazement.
"Is ther heathen a fool, or what?" the settler
• asked.
"I reckon he isn't a fool," Dart answered,
shaking his head. "Hop is a very clever fellow. Since he is bent on going we may as well
let him. Something good might come of it. I
hardly think he will be killed, or even hurt by
the Apaches, though. He is altogether too clever
for that. He has fooled redskins many times
by his apparent innocence, and if he only has
half a show he will do it this time. But I would
rather he had waited until Wild came back."
Meanwhile Hop was walking swiftly to the defile. As he reached it he calmly drew a cigar
from his pocket and lighted it. Puffing away
at the cigar, he walked on through the narrow
place, which was scarcely wide enough for two
pel'Sons to walk abreast without _touching the
sides. As he neared the other end it widened
a little, an<.'. just as he was in the act of pulling from under his loose-fitting coat a Japanese
parasol, which was made of jointed bamboo and
thin tissue paper of bright colors, so he \night
create a good impi-ession as he appeared before
the redskins, a startling thing happened. ·T wo
stalwart braves leaped from behind a big 1·ock
within a few feet of him, and seized him. Taken
completely by surprise, the clever Chinaman uttered a yell. The fact was that he was not
prepa1·ed for such a thing to happen, apd being
surnrised in that mannel' temporarily caused him
to forget what he had intended to do.
But it was not the first time that Hop had
been surprised by Indians, so he stopped yelling right away, and permitted the two br::tves
to hustle him out of the defile toward the camp
of Spotted Snake and his gang. It did 11ot
take the two long to get him there, but, brief
as the time was, Hop had recovered himself so
much that he forced a smile. The Apaches we:re
delighted when they saw they had anothe1· pris·
oner, for they were itclli:1g tc get bo1d of scm~-
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one they might torture for a sort of satisfac.
,,
tion.
queried
"Chinee come to ho1d pow-wow?
Spotted ·snake, not knowing what else to say,
for he was as much surprised as any of the
·
rest.
"Lat light, Misler Chief," Hope retorted. "Me
wantee havee lillee talkee, so be. Me lik~ you."
.
"Ugh!"
"Lat allee light," and Hop bowed low to him,
his face now wreathed in smiles.
At this the chief made a kick at him, and
just missed him by half an inch.
"Stoppee lat!" Hop cried, as he got out of
the way. "You no kickee me. Me_ allee s~n:i,ee
velly smartee Chinee. Me velly gleat medicme
, .
man in China."
Then Hop began dancing about in a peculiar
way turning his gaze toward the sky. The
Apa~hes were very superstitious, and when _t~ey
saw him do this 'they hesitated about seizmg
him as they had intended to do after the chief
made a kick at him. Around in a circle went
the Chinaman, all the while keeping his eyes
fixed towa1·d the 'heavens. Then he struck up
a weird chant, · keeping time with his feet with
precision. The two braves who had captured
him had not taken the trouble to go through
his pockets, so suddenly he drew forth an object
that was not more than six inches in length,
and held it so they all might see it in his hand.
As he whirled al'ound suddenly he put up his
· other p.and, and then it was seen that he was
holding a fancy colored parnsol. The fact was
that the clever Chinaman 'had simply unjointed
the bamboo, and the result was that the parasol
appeared As it spread out and showed itself
to be about eighteen inches in diameter, he held
it over his head, and then began walking slowly
about in a pompous manner. When he had di.me
. this three Ol' four time·s he paused directly · before the chief, and bowing to Mm, closed the
parasol, and then thrust the end of it into hi_s
mouth.
Then he went through the performance of
eating it, and swallowed the pieces as fast as
he bit them off. But of course. the thing merely
slipped back into the joints, and as the last · of
it suddenly disappeared the Apaches surely
thought he had actually eaten it.
"Me velly smartee Chinee," declared Hop,
looking at the chief and smiling. "You no hurtee
me, Misler Chief. Me velly_ muchee gleat medicineman in China."
"Ugh!" grunted Spotted Snake.
Hop saw that ,t here was a big rock close behind him, so he decided to show them how he
could disappear, and then return at his leisure.
This was an old trick of his, and was simp1y
done by burning a peculiar sort of powder and
forming a thick smoke. While he was ooscured
by the smoke he would crawl around out of sight
behind something, and make out that he had
ascended skyward. When he chose to appear
again he would do it at some other spot in the
same manner. While he stood before the chief
talking to him he dropped a ring of the powder
about him. The cigar he had been smoking had
been knocked from his mouth when the two braves
caught him. so he calmly nro<luced another, and
lighte-:l it.

"Ugh!" said the chief.
"You wantee smokee, so be, Misler Chief?"
he asked, as he quickly brought forth another
cigar. "Me likee you velly muchee; you smokee
too, so be."
All Indians are fond of tobacco, it seems, ~o
Spotted Snake did not hesitate to accept the
cigar. Hop tendered him a match, and soon bot~
were puffing away, while the rest of the Apache5
were crowded around them, no doubt wondering
what was going to happen next.
"Now len," said Hop, "me allee samee go back
and tellee you whatee he say, so be. Yo11
watchee."
. So saying, he knelt down suddenly, and touched the lighted end of the cigar to the powder
that lav about him in a ring, though it was
n{)t visible to the Indians. The instant the lighted end of the cigar touched it there was a
sharp hiss, followed by a flash that ran completely around the Chinaman, and then up went ,
a de;nse smoke of a sulphurous white colo:t'. It
looked to be a veritable pillar, and so dense
was it, and the odor almost suffocating, that the
Apaches drew back in dismay.
"Hip hi!" came from the pillar of smoke. "Me
allee samee go uppee to um sky, so be. Me
comee backee pletty soonee and tellee um gleat
chief whatee um Gleat Spilit say."
The smoke lingered there for a few seconds,
and then it was gradually wafted away by the
gentle bl'eeze. When it had disappeared, so had
the Chinaman. Meanwhile Hop had got around
behind the rock without an~fficulty. As he
looked about him he saw the captives of ,the
Apaches. They were huddied together on some
blankets that had been thrown upon the ground
by the red fiends, and some of them were weeping. Hop said nothing to them, for he knew it
would not be safe for him to risk doing so.
Noiselessly he crept to a pile of bushes a few
feet away, and then he sprinkled some of the
powder near them. He waited for perhaps two
minutes, and wh_ile the Indians were looking
f.or him, though they were not acting with anything like alacrity, he touched the end of his
cigar to the powder. Up went the cloud of
smoke in another place, and then Hope stepped
into it and waited for it to fade away. The
moment he knew he could be observed he made
a low bow, and stepped out before the chief
·
again.
"Me comee backee, Misler Chief," he said,
blandly. "Me tellee um Gleat Spilit allee 'boutee,
so be. He say you no killee um whitee people,
some more, so be."
"Chinee heap much medicine man!" exclaimed
the chief, in a tone of voice that was nothing if
not awesome.
"Lat light, Misler Chief. Whatee you namee,
so be?" ,
"Me Spotted Snake; heap much chief."
The l'edskin showed not a little pride as ha
.;aid this. He thrust out his chest and pounded
it with his fist, which meant that he was a very
great chief, indeed, and that he wanted it to' be
known.
"Spotted Snakee, eh?" said Hop, shaking his
head as though he felt pleased at learning this.
"You velly gleat chief; you no hurtee um white
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people sonle mo1·e; you velly goodee chief. You mmred the cork from ~he bottle and handed it
to the chief'. Then, while that individual was
likee me, me likee you. · Hip hi! Hoo)ay!"
Then the Chinaman, who was beginning to smelling the contents, he quietly lighted a big
get a little reckless, s~nce he knew he _had fooled firecracker and let it lie upon the ground near
the redskins so easily, began dancmg about, him. He stepped away a few feet, and just as
1·egardless of whom he interfered with in the the chief had started to drink the cracker exprocess. He kept this up for three or four min- ploded with a loud report, scattering the redutes, and then, finding that no one offered to lay skins right and left. Then it was that the clevel'
hands on him, he coolly walked back and sat Chinaman ran swiftly for the defile.
down upon the blanket th8t he knew must belong to the chief, since it was. more gaudy than
any of the others to be seen about the camp.
,Vhen he had puffed away upon his cigar for a
CHAPTER VI.-Charlie Is Captured.
few seconds in silence, he nodded to the chief
and said:
Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie wit"Comee settee down, Misler Spotted Snake; nessed everything that took place at the Apache
me wantee talkee to you.I' ·
camp from their place of concealment at the
Rather reluctantly the chief obeyed. Then Hop top of the cliff. When they saw that the clever
coolly drew forth a pint _bottle f_rom som<:where Chinaman was making such excellent headway
under his coat. It contamed whisky, for it was they {elt quite at ease. Both Wild and Charlie
seldom that the clever Chinaman was without -it. knew Hop would have little or no trouble in
He removed the cork, and after taking a couple making his escape. He had such a good start
of swallows himself he handed the bottle to the that all he had to do was to keep . right on runchief. Spotted Snake liked fire-water, as he ning. If the redskins chose to follow him they
called whisky, aboat as well as he did tobacco, would meet with a set-back at th~ hands of Jim ·
and when he got the neck of the bottle to his Dart and the rest at the camp. They watched
mouth he did not stop until he had swallowed until the clever Chinaman had disappeared, and
nearly all of the contents. It was a long-drawn - when they found that the Indians did not gi11e
sigh of relief he gave as he handed the bottle pursuit they made up their minds that they must
back to the Chinaman. Hop looked at it, and fear Hop. Probably this was right, for what the
seeing that there was scarcely a good drink Celestial had done before their very eyes was
left . ·he shook his head, saying:
very mystifying to them, and the chances are
"Me havee makee some more tanglefoot, so be. that thev thought it best to let him go.
After waiting a few minutes Wild and CharliEe
You watchee; evelybody watcheef"
He p~aced the bottle upon a flat rock that was sta1·ted back for the camp. They were not Ion&
near his right hand, and then drew forth a big, in getting there, and as they showed themselves
yellow silk handkerchief, which he always car- they called out who they were, as before. They
ried. He never used this for anything but to found Short and the two cowboys kneeling behelp him in performing his sleight-of-hand hind the rocks, as though waiting for the redthicks. After shaking it out to show his audience skins to come out of the defile. They were certhat there was nothing in it, he slowly dropped tainly 1·eady to open fire the minute they saw
it over the bottle that was standing erect upon them.
the flat rock. This done, he busied himself with
"They are not coming out just now, boys,"
both hands, arranging the handkerchief to his . said our hero. "I reckon they were_ satisfied to
satisfaction. When he had completed his task let Hop get away. He made them think he was
he · arose to his feet, and leaning over the hand- a great medicine man, and it will take them
kerchief, he made several mysterious passes and quite some time to get over it. Hep certainly
uttered some whispered words that were unin- had a great time of it during the short time
telligible to any of his hearers. Suddenly he he was there." ·
brought the palms of his hands together with a
"But I sartinly thovght he was goin'. tei- 11,·it
sharp snap, and exclaimed:
ther worst of it whe11 I seen ther two redskin
"Takee off um handkelchief, Misler Chief," galoots dragging him fer ther camp," the scout
Hop went on, now smiling as though it was all spoke up. "There ain't no use talkin'; that
of no consequence. "You findee um bottle allee heathen is a regular wonder, that'.s .what he is!"
samee velly muchee full of tanglefoot. You
"Lat velly muchee light, Misler Charlie," spcke
likee tanglefoot; me likee tanglefoot. We allee up Hop, who now made his appe:irance and \Yas
samee havee some more to dlink, so be."
acting as if he felt very proud of what had hapSpotted Snake hesitated for ~ moment, and pened. "He likee hear you say lat. You no
then too!. hold of the handkerchief as though he likee me velly muchee, so when ' you say lat me
was afraid almost to do so. As he removed it feelee allee samee goodee."
"Oh, I reckon I like yer well enough, Hop,"
from tl:J bottle h~ gave a grunt of astonishment, fc:- sure enough it was full to the neck. the scout answered. "If yer behaved yerself all
There was nothing really strange about this, ther time I'd never say a word agin yer. ~ut
sin,~ the Chinaman had cleverly placed the full you're bound ter do some cuttin' up, an' that
bottle upon the rock, removing the other and sorter makes me mad sometimes." \
"Lat alle2 light, MisleJ" Charlie. Me likee you
slipping it into his pocket unobserved. This was
due altogether to his sleight-of-hand, and he velly muchee. You havee um nicee cigar?"
The clever Celestial took a cigar from h's,
had many times fooled persons who were a great
deal sharper than the Indians now surrounding pocket ana held it out. But the · scout knew
better than to take it.
him.
"I don't want your blamed old cigar," he deThinking he had seen about enough, Hop re-
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clared. shaking his head. "Don'.t go ter gittin'
frei:;L; that's what spoils yer."
"Allee light, Misler Charlie."
The cigar went back into his pocket, while
Short and the cowboys wondered why the scout
had not accepted it. The chances are that either
of them would have been pleased to take it.
\Vild talked it over with all hands, and the result was that it was decided that they should
wait until darkness came before they made an
attempt to rescue the prisoners. Just before
sunset our friends ate their supper. Then they
made preparations for the work they had ahead
of them. It was decided that Wild and Charlie
were to go to the top of the cliff at the point
where they could easily make their way down
through the little valley that lay between the
two ridges, and then creep to the camp of the
Apaches. Having settled upon just what they
were going to do, our hero and the scout set
out, each taking a lariat, as well ~s their
weapons. When they got to the top of the cliff
'they saw that the Indians had a big fire burning-, and that they appeared to be very quiet.
Our friends could not see whether any of the
braves were stationed at the end of the defile
or not, since the radius of light cast out by the
fire did not reach that far. But it was easy to
guess that Spotted Snali:e· would not leave the
entrance unguarded. In order to help them,
in case they were compelled to get away from
the spot in a hurry, Wild tied one of the lariats
to a tree at the top of the cliff, and then, as they
went down they carried it along with him. By
catching hold of this they could descend much
quicker. The two reached the low ground without mak:ng the least bit of noise. Then the mo~t
difficult part of the work lay before them. The
campfire of the Apaches was not more than a
hundred yards from them now, so, after taking
their bearings, the two started toward them, taking care to conceal themselves as much as possible behind the rocks and bushes that lay in the
little valley.
Charlie permitted Wild to go a little ahead of
him as he always did when they were engaged
in ~uch business. Not that the scout did not
feel that he was capable of going ahead, but
he knew that the boy, though much younger than
he, was much more of a general, and that he was
capable of doing things which he could not.
Creeping stealthily forward, the two soon were
close enough to hear the conversation that was
being carried on by some of the redskins. They
talked in their own tongue, of course, but our
hero and the scout knew enough of the Apache
language to catch considerable of what was belng said. When they heard the old chief say
that it would be better for them to leave the spot,
and let the women and children they had captured to be where they were, our two friends
were not a little surprised. But as they listened
a little further they found that the redskins actually believed that the Chinaman who had
visited them brought a message from the Great
Spirit, and that they feared if tliey held the
captives they would be punished. This was very
gratifying to Wild and Charlie, as might be supposed. But even if they did abandon their prisoners that <lid not say that they should go free.
They had murdered three white men and

burned the houses of the settlers. That meant
that they must be apprehended anµ punished.
They listened a little longer, and then they saw
the Apaches getting ready to leave the spot.
There were sixteen of them about the fire, whi<:h
showed that the remaining two must be guarding
the defile. Once they got started it was not long
before the redskins were ready to mount. Then
a low call from the chief brought the other two
to the spot. - They all got upon the backs of their
ponies, and leaving the prisoners where they
were, and the fire burning brightly, they set off
through the little valley. Wild and Charlie remained hiding until the last one had passed.
Then they quickly made their \Vay to the camp
that had been deserted by the Apaches. The
women and children were in the same place
they had been ever since they had been brought
there, and when they saw the two whites before
them they uttered cries of joy.
"Not too · loud," cautioned our hero. "The
Apaches are not -,.ery far away. They might
take a notion to come back, you know."
The words had scarcely left his lips when
the clatter of hoofs sounded, and then he knew
that they were- coming back. It was evident
that the Apaches had become suspicious when
they heard the cries of joy, for they did not
think the captives would give utterance to such
cries, even thoug}j they found themselves no
longer captives. Wild and Charlie quickly hid
themselves from view, and the next minute half
a dozen of the red fiends reached the spot and
dismounted.
"Wha~ you want?" said one of them gruffly,
as he kicked one of the women, who was sitting
upon a log.
·
The woman gave a scream and fell over. This
was more than Young Wild West could stand.
As quick as a flash he leaped from his place of
concealment and planted a blow squarely between
the · -eyes of the redskin. Down he went in a
heap. Then it was that yell of alarm sounded
from the rest. Cheyenne Charlie was right
there. He fire(l two shots and dropped two of
the redskins. But just then one of them knocked the . weapon from his grasp, while anothe1·
swum, his arm about his neck and threw him
to the ground. The women and children began
screaming, and for the next two or three minutes it seemed as though Bedlam had broken
loose. Wild dropped behind a big rock and fired
three or four shots. He never missed one of
them, either, but there were so manv of the
Apaches that almost before he knew it the scout
had been borne a\vay from the spot. The clatter
of hoofs then sounded, telling him plainly that
Charlie was a prisoner, and that he was being
carried away by the Apaches. He leaped from
behind the rock and started in pursuit, hoping
to be able to catch one of the horses that belonged to the redskins. But not one of them was
there. Those not in use must have followed
along with the rest.
"Jim!" shouted the boy, at the top of his voice.
"Come with the horses-quick!"
Meanwhile Spotted Snake and his braves were
riding swiftly through the little valley. Cheyenne Charlie had been disarmed and his arms
tied behind him. He was lying over the chiP,f~
horse, which was a powerful animal, and rapidly
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"Now," said ·the chief, savagely, "we wait till
he was being carried away fr_om his friends.
Charlie was not the least bit frightened, b~t he Youn~ Wild West come.. Then we cat.ch and
was deeply chagrined. He hated to fall a v1ct1m make big fire. Young Wild West and his paleto -redskins, and it had come so unexpected ~o face friend will die at the stake."
hlm that he was really angered. But that . did
not better his condition any. He was certaml_y
in for it now and he must make the best of 1t
CHAPTER VIL-Wild To the Rescue.
until somethi~g turned up in his favor. On went
-rhe Indians, and as they knew tpe way perfectly
Jim Dart and the rest were not long _in getthey could keep up a good gait. At a ga~lop
they continued until the horses were so tir_ed ting through the defile with the horses. As
that they were forced to stop them tor a brief Wild mounted his sorrel stallion preparatory to
rest. By this time they had placed six or seven starting in pursuit of the Apaches he called out
miles between them and the spot where_ the scout for someone to tell the girls to coll).e and escort
had been captured. Though he was lymg across the prisoners through the defile to the camp.
the horse face down Charlie had a chance to see One of the cowboys hastened to do this, l:lnd then
the sort ~f count1·y he was being carried throu~h. the boy rode on followed closely by J1m Dart
When the moon came up he could not help notic- and Short. The ' ~ther cowboy rode a little slower
ing that it was a very wild one, indeed. The for he wanted to wait until his partner came '-'.P·
redskins weTe ascending a slope now, and he But t!1e Indians m11st have had over ha_lf a mile
knew that they must be heading for ~ome hiding start of them since it took a few mmutes to
place on the mountainside. ~ut he did not grow get the horse; there. Not ~mowing the ground
discouraged, for he knew quite ~ell that Young they were riding over, our friends were somewhat
\71Jd West would never rest until he had found, handicapped, too. But all they could do was to
him and effected his rescue.
let the horses have their own way about it, and
"Ugh!" exclaimed Spotted Snake, as they the result was that they did not ride as fast
halted fo2· tlrn second time to give their horses as they might otherwise have done.
a short rest. "Paleface heap much fool! He
However, when the moon came up they were
shall be burned at the stake. If the Great Spirit able to see a little, and then it was that they
no want the Apaches to hurt the white squaws made much faster headway. They halted at the
and papooses, he no care if we burn the paleface very spot where the Indians had made their first
man alive. _ Spotted Snake heap much chief. He stop, and after giving their horses a short rest
hate palefaces. He )lave great revenge. U g;li ! " they mounted again. It was just then that two
"You'll get your medicine, all right, you' red riders overtook them. Wild was not surprised
galoot," retorted the scout, angrily, for he- was when he saw that they were Arietta and Hop.
bound to give vent to his feelings. "You have
"I thought I had better come, too, Wild," the
got me all right, but that don't say you're go- brave girl said. "There are quite a few of the
in' ter burn me alive. You jest try that little redskins. and. you might need me, you know."
game an' somethin ' will happen to yer. You're
"All right, Et; I reckon you will be able to
doomed, Spotted Snake. Young Wild West is · do something; you usually do in such cases, I
after yer."
know."
"Young Wild West, you say?" emeried _the
"Me wantee comee, too, Misler Wild," spoke
chief, in a tone of voice that showed no little up Hop. "Maybe me helpee lillee out, so be."
surprise. "The paleface boy with the long, yel1ow
"That's right, Hop. I reckon vou can do your
hair? He come after -Spotted Snake?"
part. It is all right. Come' on," both of you."
"That'- jest what he is, you sneaking coyote,"
They -rode on, but at no time did they hear
the scout retorted.
the le::ise sounds of the foes they were pursuing.
"Good! The Apaches hate Young Wild West. But the fact that Charlie was a prisoner with
They catch him and burn him at the~stake, too. the redskins urged them on. When they began
Snotted Snake big chief. He burn Young Wild to ascend the side of the mountain the g-round
West."
became so hard and stony that the trail could
"\\'ell, I recken you have got to git him first," no longer be seen, even though Jim Dart disand the scout actually laughed.
·
mounted every now and then and lighted a match.
This ange1·.ed the chief so that he struck Then, for over two hours, they searched about,
Charlie a blow upon the back of the neck that riding this way and that and listening every
almost stunned him. But as he recovered Charlie now and then, but with no result but failure.
made a desperate struggle, and succeeded in
"Well," said our hero, as he finally dismounted,
throwing himself from the back of the horse. He "I reckon we are simply wasting our strene;th
caui!'ht hold of the chief's buckskin shirt with and time by doing this. The plain fact is that
his teeth and as he went down, and the result we can't find the red galoots -in the dark. We
was that Spotted Snake took a fall, too. But have got to wait until morning. This declarawith his arms bound to his sides Charlie could tion put a .damper upon the rest, but as they
do nothing much. He knicked out savagely, and thought it over they realized that the boy had
had the satisfaction of sending two or three of ,spoken truthfully. Thei-e really seemed to be
the braves, who quickly dismounted to come to no possible way to locate the Apaches in the
the chief's aid, sprawling, but it was soon over, darkness.
and after he had been beaten and kicked rather
It was quite sure they would not start a
roughly he was again· thrown upon the back of fire, foi- then it might be seen, , and they would
the h01·se. Then the savage band rode on, and be loca.ted. Both horses and riders were pretty
n:i lf an hour later they came to a spot that well tired out, for it had been very rough traveliu~t suited them and dismounted
ing, indeed. Finding a spot t,JJat suited them.

''
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they settled down to wait until the night had
passed. But there were hours ahead of them,
and when it was about midnight Young Wil_d
West grew so restless that he decided to go out
scouting on foot. Something seemed to tell him
that they were not far away from the Apaches.
The more he thought of this the more he believed it to be a fact.
"The rest of you stay right here," he said, as
he was ready to leave them. "I may be gone
as long as an hour. If I don't 1·eturn in that
time then you can think that something has
happened to me and start to look for me. But
don't any of you leave here before that. I am
going to be very careful, so I reckon the Apaches
will have to be mighty clever if they catch me
napping."
Then he set out through the darkness. Wild
picked his way toward the high ground that
lay above. He thought he might have a chance
to see something of the Indians by aid of the
moonlight if he managed to get up above where
they were located. Luck· was with the boy, for
he had not been gone more than fifteen minutes
when he heard the neigh of a horse something
like a couple of hundred yards off to the left.
He knew very well that the sound did not
come from one of the horses he had left behind
him, for he figured that he was easily "ll mile
distance from the spot. It meant, then that he
was pretty close to Spotted Snake and his
b1·aves. He gave a muttered exclamation of
satisfaction, and then started in the direction
the sound had come .from. Picking his way carefully around the rocks and through the clumps
of bushes, he at length struck a narrow led11;e.
Along this he crawled and soon 1·eached a compa1·aHvely level stretch. A high cliff loomed up
ot1 his right, while off to the left was a. jagged
mass of rocks, extending downward to a small
canyon. The boy took in the scene carefully,
for he knew he might need landmarks to lead
him back to his friends. That he was pretty
close to the spot the neigh of the horse had
sounded from he was now certain. Moving toward the beginning of the descent, he drnpped
upon his hands and peered downward. Then it
was that the sounds of guttural voices came to
his ea1·s.
"Good!" he exclaimed, under his breath. "I
reckon I have ,got them, all right. Now, then,
the thing is to find out if Charlie is still alive.
But I hardly think the galoots would kill fom, 01·
they would · not have taken the trouble to make
. him a prisone1·. They would have done that. right
at the r ta:rt ·rten they had a good chance to
do it."
The Indiai~.. -Pere talking in very low tones,
a::.' he was unable to catch what they said. This
meant that he must get closer, so he set about
to do it. Working his way carefully downward,
he soon reached a point that was directly over
the spot where the redskins had halted with the
scout. A patch of moonlight shone through the
pines, and it was not long before he gd't sight of
Chai·lie, who was lying upon the ground, the
Indian s gae1ered about him, so there could be
no possible chance of. his escaping, even though
he made an attempt with his hands tied. Wild
could see severnl of the Indians, too, and he
took note of the facts that they were watching

in a certain direction. This told him quite
plain,.ly that they were expecting t.o see their
prisoner's friends coming at any moment. After
he had taken in all he could see in the temporary
camp of the redskins, our hero looked in the
direction they seemed to be so interested in. Then
it occurred to him that if they had kept straight
on the way they were going when they halted
and gave it up they would have come right into
am ambush.
"I recko .. it is a mighty good thing we halted
back there," he muttered. "The spot can't be
more than half a mile away. It seemed that
we were looking in every direction but the right
one, but if we had come straight ahead we would
have come upon the redskins before we were
aware of it. Well, I reckon it's a good idea it
happened as it did. Now, then, I'll see if I can
·
find a way to save Charlie."
A big pine tree stood within three feet of the
spot where the scout was lying. It was thickbranched, and reared itself more than fifty feet
into the air. Some of the branches protruded
directly toward the side of the hill where the
brave boy was crouching. When Wild had looked the tree over for a few seconds he gave a
nod of satisfaction. One of the limbs was quite
a heavy one, and as it extended far enough for
him to seize it and make his way into the tree,
he decided to get down to the scout by that way.
If he could do this without making too much
noise he felt sure of success. No sooner had he
made up his mind to get into the tree than the
boy 1-roceeded to. go ahead. Creeping cautiously
along, he soon was able to gmsp the limb, which
was about as thick as his arm. He held down
upon it gently at first, and then he found that
it would easily sustain his weight. Anyone not
experienced in woodcraft would hai·dly have dar·ed to make such an attempt.
But ·with Young Wild West it was different.
From his earliest childhood he had practiced all
sorts of things in this line, and he never once
feared that he could not succeed now. Confidence was one of the qualities he possessed. This,
with his remarkable coolness, made him what he
was. Slowly he drew himself upon the limb,
and once there he began working his way cautiously toward the trunk of the tree. A gentle
breeze was blowing, and this caused the pine
needles to rustle, helping him a great deal, for
the sounds he was forced to make, were drowned
by those made by the wipd. It was slow, as well
as careful work, but the das)1.ing young deadshot was soon at the ti·unk of the tree. Charlie
was· not more than thirty feet below him now,
and then the Indians were right about him.
Just how many of them ·there were there Wild
could not tell exactly.
But he knew the1·e could not be more than
. fourteen, considering what had happened at the
spot wh~. ~ the captive women and children h:ad
been left. His brace of revolvers each contained
six shots, and as he never wasted a shot, he felt
that he could make short work of the fiends, in
case he was compelled to shoot. Wild now began
to cautiously descend the tree. Down he went,
making not a sound that was audible to those
below. The lowest branch was probably about
six feet from the ground. This was a very big
one, as might be sup1losed, and branched off the
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opposite way from that which he had come in
01der to get into the tree. Down went the boy,
and reaching the lower limb, he took care to
get behind the tree, where none of the Indians
were. _Then he slowly lowered himself downwa1·d, and the next moment he had the satisfaction of feeling his foot touch a bunch of soft
pine needles that covered the ground. He felt
like breathing a sigh of relief, but as that
was a dangerous thing to do, he held it in.
Cheyenne Charlie was now within four feet
of him, but it was a p1·etty sure thing that if
he crawled around to him he would be seen by
some of the redskins. But lie had gone that
far, and he was determined to finish what he
had undertaken, so after wafting for nearly a
minute he dropped flat upon the ground, and
began wrigglng around the tree in a noiseless
manner. He knew quite well that Cheyenne
Charlie would not let it be known by word or
move when he found that someone was trying
to rescue him. This made it a little easier than
if it were someone else he was after. He kept
on moving until. he was able to reach out and
touch the scout upon the scoulder. He gave a
gentle pressure with his fingers which meant
' that help was at hand, and that his partner
should remain perfectly still.
·
Th i scout gave just the least bit of a twinge
as he felt the touch. Then· he stretched out his
legs and rolled slightly toward the tree, as
though he was trying to get a good position to
rest himself. The movement attracted some of
the Indians, as might be supposed, but lying in
the darkness as he was, Wild was not discerned
by them.
"Ugh!" exclaimed Spotted Snake, tauntingly.
"Paleface brave no feel good. Young Wild West
no come to save him."
"That's all right, you sneakin' coyote," Charlie
retorted. "He can't find' you in ther dark. But
you jest wait till it gits daylight. He will be
here soon enough, I reckon."
"Me wait!" the chief 1·etorted. "Me catch
Young Wild West, and then he 1Jurn at the
stake with you."
Charlie said no more, for a slight pressure
from Wild's hand told him to keep still. Wild
knew that the most dangerous part of it was
to come, since there was no chance of both he
and the scout getting up the tl:.ee and making
their escape. If this was attempted the redskins would sui·e fire into the tree, and it would
be nothing short of a miracle if they were .
not hit. There was only one thing to do, and
that was to make a rush right through the
Apaches and look for shelter behind the rocks.
The boy now reached out with his knife and
managed to cut the rope that held the scout's
arms powerless. Charlie was relieved greatly
when he felt his bonds part, but the redskins
had tied them tightly, and the fact was that
the circulation of blood had been seriously hampered. It happened that the weapons belonging to Charlie were lying right near the tree,
and when Wild found this out he quickly got
possession of them. The next thing he did was
to push a revolver in each of the scout's hands,
Then he gave him a quick touch upon the shoulder, and leaping to his fet made a rush straight
through the bunch of Apaches.
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"Come on, Charlie!" he shouted.
Crack, crack! Charlie began firing at once,
and with the speed of a deer he bounded after
the _young deadshot.

CHAPTER VIII.-After the Apaches.
Certainly the Apaches were not expecting anything of the kind, and the result was that botll
Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie we1·e
out of their sight before they comp1·ehended what
had happened. Two of their number had fallen
badly wounded as the 1·esult of the shots fired
by the scout, thus crippling them still more than
they. had been when they made their successful
raid upon the little settlement.· It was not.
necessary for the scout to shoot at all; but sine&
he had regained possession of the weapons, and
having such a hatred for the redskins, he could
not help doing it. As he reached the side of
his daring young rescuer, who had darted behind a large rock, he exclaimed:
"Great gimlets! but how did yer git there,
Wild?"
"I came down the tree, Charlie," was the cool
reply. "But don't stop to ask questions now.
The fiends will be aJter us in a jiffy. Come, we
must get away."
".t1,1ght yer are, Wild."
Then he followed the boy, who ran zig-zag
fashion among the rocks in the direction he
knew his friends to be. It was not long before. .
they heard the yells of the savages, as they came.
in pursuit. But dashing Young Wild West.
kne~v quite well that they stood a very good!
show to get away now. There were too many
shadows for the Indians to find them, and an
they needed was a little stealth to elude them,
Though our hero had not been over that pal'ticular pa1·t of the ground before, he took great
chances, and with miraculous skill he pickett
his way along. Of course, Cheyenne Charlie
could follow him easily; all he needed was someone to lead him, for he was as sure-footed as a
mountain goat. Both ran noiselessly, too, and'
thus it was· that in less than two minutes they
heard the yells of the savages grow less distinct.
But they kept right on, only pausing now and
then to regain their breath in climbing up some
steep ascent. Wild had judged well when he
picked out the direction to follow in orde1; to
reach his friends, and in a very short time theJ
came to the spot where they had been left.
"Hello, there!" the voice of Jim Dart called
out, when they were within a few yards of h:irn.
"It's all right, Jim," ·wild answered, quickly.
"I am here, and so is Charlie."
"Good!" exclaimed the boy in a tone of voice
that expressed gr.eat satisfaction.
Charlie received a warm welcome from Tom
Short and the cowboys, as well as Arietta. Jim
had been thoughtful enough to bring his ho1·se
along with him, so all hands quickly mounted,
and started to ride away from the spot. While
our hero did not fear that the Indians would
pursue them ve1·y far, he. thought it best to
get out of the vicinity as soon as possible. When
they had rode along for perhaps a mile they
came to :1 lrnlt and listened for sounds of -pursuit.
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But nothing was heard, so they then proceeded
more· leisurely. The r>esult was that they finally came to the narrow defile, and riding
through in single file reached the camp. Wing
and the girls who had remained behind were
more than pleased to see them, as might be supposed. Anna and Eloise never felt quite safe
when Young Wild West and his partners were
away. But our hero did not consider it anything
like a risk to leave them when he went in pursuit of the Apaches, since he was certain that
there were no redskins around other than those
they were afte1-.
After Charlie had related his rather thrilling
experience with Spotted Snake and his braves,
he turned his attention to the captives who had
been left in such a strange manner by the redskins. Tom Short embraced his wife and child,
for he had had no time to do it · before, and
then he was not long in making the rest acquainted with our friends. Among the captives
there were two young girls who were probably
eiirhteen years of age, and they showed themse)ves to be very bright and able to converse
freely. Their names were Flora Hooker and
Mary Leven, and they had not been talking
very long when Cheyenne Charlie, who was a
very close observer under such circumstances,
took note of the fact that Sam Gabel and J aka
Wells, the two cowboys, were very much interested in them.
"Wild," said he, in a wh~sper, as he drew
our hero aside, "I reckon there's going ter be a ·
sort of live match in this camp afo1·e ther
thing is over. . Them two cowboys is what yer
call infatuated with them two gals. You know
what cowboys is. It ain't often they git ther
chance ter talk to putty gals like that, an' ther
chances is if ther gals is willin' there'll be some
courtin' done."
"Oh, I don't know about that, Charlie," the
young deadshot retorted carelessly. "I don't
suppose the girls think much about courting
just now. They have been through too much for
that, I reckon."
"Well, yer can't tell. · Anyhow, jest put it
down that ther old scout says that there's goin'
to be a love match out of this here game. I've
been through ther mill, yer know, an' I reckon
I oughter know."
"Well, let it go at that, Charlie."
"Certainly; it's got to go."
It was now considerably past midnight, · so
our hero advised all hands to get as much sleep
as they could, since he meant to give pursuit to ·
the Apaches as soon as it was daylight the following morning. The hint was promptly taken,
and it was not long before the camp was in
silence, with only Jim Dart and one of the
cowboys doing guard duty. The two remained
on O'Uard for an hour and a half, and then they
we1~ relieved by the other cowboy and Short,
the latter in's isting upon it. By the time they
had finished their trick the gray dawn was
breaking in the east, so they did not awaken
Wild and Charlie just then. But when the first
yellow streaks began to show Young Wild West
awoke of his own accord. He had a way of
awakening from his slumber just about the time
.
he figured on doing so befol'e retiring.
"Hello, boys," he said -to the two who had been

doing guard duty as he arose and greeted them.
"It's daylight, eh? - Well, I reckon I'll hustle
Wing up, so he can get the breah.'fast ready.
We have got to get old Spotted Snake and his
crowd, so the quicker we get after them the better it wil lbe."
Then he quickly made his way to where Wing
was sleeping, and when he had caught him by
the ankle and half dragged him from the tent,
the Chinaman was thoroughly awake. The noise
caused by this was quite sufficient to arouse
the rest of the sleepers, and in a very fe\\· minutes all hands were up and stirring.
"Get a hustle on you, Wing," said Wild. ·'I
reckon we want breakfast in a hurry this morning."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," was the reply, and
the Chinaman quickly had a fire going, and then
ran to wash himself in the little brook. It was
not long befo1·e the coffee pot was beginning to
bubble over the fire, while the Chinaman was
busy making some corn muffins. When he had
them made he placed them in a big frying-pan
they had with them, and covering it with another pan put it one side upon the coals, and
covered some embers over the top. This done,
he quickly placed some venison steaks over the
fire to broil. By this time the scout's wife
was ready to assist him, and she lost no time
in taking a hand. The result was that in a
much shorter time than might be expected a
very good breakfast was ready. To say that
they were all hungry is not necessary. The
clear mountain air was quite sufficient to sharpen
the appetite of anyone, and being used to it, as
they all were, they were always ready to eat
when meal-time ·came. There was only one thing
that bothered Young Wild West now. They had
no extra horses to ca1·ry the women and children
who had been rescued from the Apaches. This
meant that they must be left somewhere until
they get through with the redskins.
_ It would not be right to leave them alone, of
course. After thinking a while the young deadshot decided to hold the camp right where it
was. He would leave the girls and the two
Chinaman in charge until the fighting with the
Indians was over. At first it had been his intention to push on with all hands, since he knew
they would be apt to Teach a mining camp· bv
going on to the south after their work was done.
But he now thought it best to keep his headquarters there. Certainly no better spot for it
could be found anywhere within fifty miles.
."Boys," said he, after the breakfast was over
with, "I reckon we'll leave the women-folks here
with the two Chinamen. The rest of us will
push on after the Apaches. The chances are
that they will be waiting somewhere for us. They won't light out, after what has happened;
they will be looking for revenge."
"That's l'ight, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie spoke
up. ·"I reckon ther gals will be perfectly safe
right here. Most all ther Wimmen knows how
ter shoot, I reckon."
They all declared that they did, and as two
rifles and four revolvers had been picked up at
the Indian camp after the scout was cal'ried off,
these were passed among them. But our hero
knew quite well that Spotted Snake and his
braves would not come there to interfere with
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them. If there was any danger it would come
from Indians who we1·e not associated with the
band that burned the little' settlement. The
women and children were willing to abide by anything Young _Wild West said, so it was soon all
settled. Then ou1· hero saddled his horse to
make the start after the Apaches. His partners
and the cowboys quickly followed his example,
and - so did Tom Short. Then . it was that
Arietta walked over to her dashing young lover
and · said:
"Wild, I think I will go with you."
"Is that so?" and the boy looked a little surprised. "Why, you aTe not afraid anything will
happen to me, are you?"
"Well, not exactly. I just feel that I would
like to go and help catch the Apaches, that's
all. I set out last night to do it, but I didn't
get the chance t o do anything, so I would like
to try again."
" Well, Et, I reckon it's all right. You can go,
if you rea lly want to."
"I do want to, Wild."
"Very well, then. I'll get your horse ready
for you right away."
Arietta walked back to the camp, a smile of
pleasure on her face.
" Girls," said she to Anna and Eloise, "I am
· going along with Wild and the rest to help
catch the Apaches. I guess you can get along
without me for two or three hours.''
Both Anna and Eloise tried to persuade her
not to go, for they could not see the need of the
girl running in t o danger wnen it was not necessary. But Ariet ta loved excitement, and she also
had a strong dislike for Indians. Ber parents
had been cruelly murdered by them, and she had
n ever forgiven them for it. It mattered not what
tribe they belonged to; -an Indian in war paint
was a dangerous enemy, the girl thought. If
she could aid in catching the red scoundrels who
l1ad killed the three settlers she would feel that
she had done a good thing. Hop W ah said not
a word until they had gone. Then he walked
leisurely over to where the horses were, and
caught the piebald mustang that belonged to
him.
"What are you going to do, Hop?" Anna asked,
guessing that he meant to follow thost who had
just started out to find the Apaches. •
"Me takee lillee lide, so be," was the reply.
"You 'no 'fl.aid to stay here. You gottee my
blother. He velly blave Chinee, so be."
The clever Chinee grinned when he said this,
for he knew very well that all Wing would do
after he had finishe"d his wo1·k about the camp
would be to sit somewhere by himself and doze.
"You are going to follow Wild and ' the rest,
I suppose," said the scout's wife, paying no attention to what he said.
"Lat light, Missy Anna."
She knew it would be no use in telling him
not to, so she said no more. But it occurred to
her that sometimes Hop came in very handy,
and as he had been the means of making the>
Apaches abandon their captives, he might be of
service now. Hop did not appear to be in any
pal'ticular hurry about going. He took his
time about getting ready, and then he led his
horse up to those who were to remain there, and
_
said:

"When we comee back evelytli11g be allee light,
so be. No ledskins- comee here to hurtee you;
Jey allee vely muchee 'way. You takee easy;
evelytling allee light."
The women and children had seen and hearA
enough to make them believe that Hop was
something above the ordinary run of his race,
so they really felt that he was doing what would
turn out to be the best thing. They watched
him as he disappeared through the narrow defile, and then they settled down to wait patiently
·
for developments.
CHi,.PTER IX.-Hop Is Again Captured.
Young Wild West and his sweetheaTt rode
ahead after they had passed through the narrow
defile in single file. It w as not a great distance
to the spot where the scout had been rc~ cued tlre
night before by our hero, and feeling satisfied
that the Apaches would still be there, Wild rode
on at a gallop. The sorrel stallion was in fine
fettle that morning, and it was with no little
difficulty th at he restrained him from leaving the
rest behind.
"Th , th b
e est horse I ever set eyes on,"
at s
declared Sam Gable, one of the cowboys, after
th ey had ridden along for two or three miles.
th0 ul!'ht I had a mighty good critter, but
I m sartrn sure I couldn't half keep up with you,
.
.
y~~g Wild WeS t ."
Well, I r·eckon Spitfire 1s about a s good as
,
they make them," the boy 1·eplied, smiling at
the speaker. "I will say that I never yet met
· his equal. I have participated in many races,
and I have always won every one of them. Of
course, I think a lot of him, for I know if I
were to lose him I would never find his match,"
"That white horse of Miss Arietta's is sartinly
a good one, too," ·Jake Wells spoke up.
." Yes, we have all got pretty good hcTses,"
Wild r etor ted. "We make it a point to have
about the best that can be bought, you know.
, It happens that we have the money to invest,
so if the ho1·ses are found for·sale we can .buy
them."
"Yes, I know," and the eowboy nodded. "You
folks struck it rich quite some time ago, so I 've
heard."
"Yes, and every now and then we strike it
rich yet," Cheyenne Charlie ,spoke up.. "We're
always lookin' for somethin' in that line, a s well
as excitement an' i.un. It's sartinly a fine life
we're leadin', if I do say it myself. There
ain't nothin' like bein' free a s ther air tel' go
where yer please, an' whenever yer feel like
doin' it."
• "That's right!" exclaimed Tom Short, the settier. "You f?lks know w)1at's good for yer, I
1·eckon. I wish.. I was situated like you are.
I':rp. cleaned out of everytning, thou gh I'm
mighty thankful that I've got my wife an' child
alive. I don't jest know what I'm goin ' ter do
after we git through with ther Injuns."
" Well, if I were you, Short," spoke up our
he1:o, a s he looked at him and smiled, "I would
stnke out for the nearest mining camp and
~ee what I could do there. There is always a
chance to get work at such places, even if you
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"That's ther idea, Wild!" exclaimed the scout.
can't strike it rich right away. Probably you
They all dismounted, and gave their ho;rses a
know where the nearest mining camp is."
"Yes I know where there's one," was the r-eply. chance to rest for a while. Then our hero de"I've heard mighty good reports from it, too. cided that Charlie, Short and N.ietta should go
"Two or three times I've had a strong notion of with him off to the right, while Jim and the
goin' over there, since huntin' an' trappin' ain't two cowboys would work their way around to
been payin' ve'ry good for ther last year or two. the left and advance toward the spot, which he
had already pointed out to them as being the
I s'pose that's what I'll have ter do."
"Well, after we get through with the A~aqh~s quaxters of tli.e band of redskins. This being setwe will all ride over there. I hardly thmk it tled upon they waited for perhaps ten minutes,
would be advisable to go · back and rebuild y~mr and then, mounting their horses, they divided
shanty. The redskins . cleaned out everythmg . thems~lves into two parties and set out. They
there was there, so it will be a mighty poor had Just disappeared among the bushes and
start for you. If the women and children are rocks that abounded thexe when Hop Wah reached
willing, we will take them to the nearest camp, the scene. When he reached the spot whexe they
and we will stay there long enough to see that had been at a halt the clever Chinaman di smounted. Since he had been so long with Young
.
they get settled down."
"I was thinkin' of askin' 'em over to our Wild West and his partners he had become
ranch," observed Sam Gab'el, shrugging his shoul- ~uite expert in w?odcraft and .matters pextainmg to it. He dismounted and began looking
·
ders.
"That's jest about what I thought," declared over the ground. The result was that it was
Cheyenne Charlie, a twinkle in his eyes. "I but a very few minutes before he discovered that
noticed that you was gittin' kind of sweet on one the party had divided itself. Hop knew very
well th~t he was very close to the spot where
of them gals."
The cowboy blushed at this remark, and as the Indians were the night befoxe.
This told him that must be very ·careful, since
Charlie turned ilis gaze upon Jake Wells he also
he was not quite so sure that they would not
blushed.
"Oh, you have got an eye on one of them kill him if they got hold of him again. He
gals, too/ declared the scout, mischievously. decided to make his way straight ahead, so,
"You can't fool me, 'cause I've been through after his horse had been rested somewhat, he
ther mill. I'm a married man. . I didn't do an mounted and set out, keeping at a walk. When
awful lot of courtin', either. I jest made up he had covered perhaps a quarter of · a mile he
my mind to pop ther question, an' do it mighty was suddenly conf:ronted by three painted braves.
sudden-like. She accepted me, so it wasn't long They covered him with their revolvers and
afore I was hitched up in double harness. I though taken by surprise, the Chinaman quickly ·
recovered himself and gave a pleasant nod.
ain't never been sorry for it, either, boys."
"Velly nicee niorning, so be," he observed, as
"That is something no one should ever be
he bowed to each of them. "How Misler Spotted
sorry for," Gabel exclaimed, shaking his head.
"That's right, but somehow couples don't al- Snake feel lis morning."
Tb Apaches scowled at him, but they did not
ways git mated right, yer know."
The cowboys now hastened to change the sub- offer to shoot, as he l'ode right up to them.
ject, for they saw that Arietta was much amused T~en one of ~hem g1·asped .the horse by the
bridle, and while the other kept the Chinaman
at what was being said.
"I'll feel mighty good when we git them red- covexed, led it up the stony path. Three or foux
skins," said Wells, nodding his head and looking minutes later Hop was conducted right into the
rather serious. ."I wouldn't let 'em get away. Indian camp. Spotted Snake had remained right
Ther murder of them three men has got to be there, he no doubt feeling that he could hardly
find a bettex place to withstand an attack from
avenged."
"Well, we'll have them before the day is Young Wild West and his friends. The chief
over," said Wild, confidently. "Just keep your was sitting on a blanket under t)le very tree our
eyes open as we ride along, for 1here is no tell- hero had descended and rescued the scout.
"Ugh!" he exclaimed, rising to his feet.
i:-.e: but what they may have come back, and are
lying somewhere waiting for us. I don't fancy "Chinee medicine man come back."
"Lat light, Misler Spotted Snake," Hop anthe idea of running into an ambush, you know.
lD'fen redskins can shoot pretty straight some- swered, blandly, and then, entirely ignoring the
xevo1vers that were pointed at him by those
times.."
The party rode on, and finally they came to who had captured him, he slid from the saddle
the spot wheu they had halted, while Wild went t~ the ground. Walking to the chief .he put out
scouting on foot the night before. Our hero his hand. But Spotted Snake was not in the
knew quite well if the Indians were still at the humor to shake hands just then.
"Chinee heap much fool!" he exclaimed dogsame spot they must have seen them coming.
This meant that they would be prepared for gedly, aftex a short pause. "Spotted Snake no
them. After thinking it over for a minute he want to siie him."
"Lat allee light," xeplied Hop, smilingly. "Me
turned to his· companions and said:
·1 reckon about the best thing to do is for us no huxtee you. ,You velly rouchee gleat chief
'
to divide ourselves into two parties. Then we so be. Me wantee show you something."
It was evident f.hat the chief was somewhat
can · go around to the right and left and approach the spot where the Indians were last afraid of the Celestial; but as he thought it over
known to be. This will bother them, for they he must have come to the conclusion to take the
certainly can't take care of both sides at one risk of making- him a prisoner. Suddenly he
nodded to the three · Indians who had brought
time."
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the prisoner in, and then exclaimed, in his own
lani:;uage:
"Catch him and tie him to the ,tree!"
Before Hop comprehended what was going on
he had been seized and flung back against the big
tree. Then a stout lariat was passed about his
waist several times and around the tree. This
was tied securely, so his hands could not possibly reach the knot. Spotted Snake paid no
further attention to him, but promptly sent the
three braves out to watch for the appearance
qf Young Wild West and his friends, whom he
knew to be very close at hand just then, since
they had been seen riding toward the spot, but
a short time before the Chinaman was captured.
But it happened that none of the Apaches saw
om· friends when they devided themselves and
approached in two directions. Hop soon noticed
that the chief had sent out all his braves but
four, and he knew that these were on the
lookout for Wild and the rest. But he never once
feared that they would get the best of the dashing young deadshot and his friends. After waiting for a few minutes in silence, the Chinaman
decided to have a smoke. He took a cigar from
his pocket and calmly lighted it, and as he puffed
away the chief gave a sniff as the smoke came
to his nostrils. Then he stepped up and said:
"Cltviee give Spotted Snake cigar." ·
. "Allee light," was the reply, and Hop quickly
.
did so.
While he had cigars that were loaded with
powder and other explosives in his pockets he
did not give the chief one of thees. Later' on,·
if he had the chance, he might do so. Hop
knew very well he could draw the knife that was
c-oncealed in one of his many pockets and sever
t~e rope th:it held. hin~ to the tree, if he so deSI_red; _but 1f he did that the Indians watching
him might pounce upon .him and kill him before
he could get away. The chief squatted upon
the ground and puffed away in silence. A few
minutes later one of his braves came through
the bushes in a stealthy manner. Spotted Snake
knew that he had something of importance to tell,
.
so he_,.guickly arose to his feet.
"Yobg Wild West .come over there," was the
report from the Apache, as he pointed off to the
.1·ight of the camp.
Spotted Snake gave a nod.
"We make trap for Young Wild West," he said,
suqdenly, as the idea came to him. "You take
white flag and put it ·over among the rocks.
Then when Young Wild West and the other
palefaces come to it to hold a pow-wow we shoot
them."
· Hop watched them, and saw them quickly cut
a spling and tie a square piece of muslin that
had been taken with the effects that were removed from the cabin before they were burned
two night befo1·e, and quickly fashion it into a
flag of truce. Then\ he decided that it was high
time he got away from the redskins, so he could
let Wild know what was going on. Feeling that
he must take the chance of doing it right away,
he slipped his hand in his loose-fitting coat and
managed to grasp the hunting knife that was
there. Once the weapon was in his hand he lost
no time in cutting the , lariat that }iound him to
the tree. So clever was he in doing this that
it was accomplished before a1w of the redskins
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had a notion of what he was up to. Then it was
that he quickly produced one of his 110me-made
firecrackers, and lighting the fuse with !tis cigar ,
he tossed it directly at the feet of the chief.
Bang! The cracker exploded with a very loud
noise, and then Hop leaped forward into the
bushes. But he knew not exactly where he wa~
going, and the next moment he found himself
rolling over and over down a steep descent. But
luckily for him the descent' was not a very long_
one, and slightly bruised and badly' shaken up
he picked himself up upon the ledge that ove1· looked a steep chasm, just in time to escape
from being dashed to death. The Chinaman wa,;
certainly badly frightened, for he realized ·how
near he had been to getting killed. But he !mew
it would not be safe for him to remain there, so
he hurried along the ledge. It happened that he
was going in the direction where Jim Dart and
the two cowboys were hiding at that very moment. The result was that he came upon them
in a very few minutes. He quickly told him the
Apaches were going to lay a trap for them, so
Jim Dart got l'eady . for business.

CHAPTER X.--Young Wild West Raiding the
Redskins .
Young Wild West and those with him proceeded cautiously after they had gone a quarter
of a mile.
"I feel quite certain that they had not left the
spot," he said, in a low tone of voice.. "They
are probably waiting for us, for they must certainly have seen us as we came up."
"That's right, \Vild," Cheyenne Charlie answered, 1:odding in -the affirmative. "Ther pesky
galoots 1s mighty sharp, that's sartin. "Old
Spotted Snake ain't goin' ter let himself be
caught nappin', not if he kin help it."
It was not long before our hero reached the
placed where. he had made the ascent the night
before. Then, leaving the scout with Arietta
and the settler, he started to make the climb.
He could see what he was doing, so it was not
a difficult task he had, and it was not very
long before he had reached a point from which he
could look down into the hollow where the Indians
had been camped the night before: The moment he got where he saw them, with a nod
of satisfaction he settled down to have a good
look. He had not been there very long when
he saw three of the braves approaching the
camp, leading Hop Wah's horse. When he saw
the Chinaman seated in the saddle, a prisone1·,
he was quite a little surprised. When the clever
Chinaman set off the firecracker and made his
escape from the camp our hero thought surely
that he had tumbfed over the cliff, for he saw
him go rolling down the rocky descent.
"I reckon that's where Hop made a mistake,"
he muttered, as he shrugged his shoulders, uneasily. "He is pretty lucky, though, and the
chances are that he will come out of it alive.
It is too bad he happened to come along just at
this time. I suppose it will be best for me to
,go back and try and find out what happened to
him."
- ·iting the action to the words. the dashinq
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young deadshot turned and hurriedly made his
way oack to his waiting companions. Wild quickly told them what had happened.
"Ther foolish heathen!" exclaimed Cheyenne
Charlie, shaking his head. "What made him
happen along jest at this time, anyhow? Now,
s'pose he's gone an' lost his life. I reckon that
will sorter teach him a lesson if he has."
There was a s)1ort silence then, and Arietta
11·as the first to speak.
"Well, I reckon we may as well start right in
to get the Apaches," was the reply. "It. is going
to be a mighty hard task to get close to them,
unless we go back to the top of the cliff and
shoot down at them. But I don't want to do that,
not if I can help it. I want to surprise them
and try and take them alive. It would be an
easy matter for us all to ,ret back at the top
of the cliff and shoot them down before they
had a chance for their lives. Shooting redskins
when they are trying to shoot you is all right,
but when yo get them dead to rights, and
they haven't got a ghost of a show, I don't like
that sort of business."
"Ther quicker they're out of ther way ther
better it will be, Wild," spoke up the scout suggestively.
Our hero now bade his companions to follow
him, and started to make their way toward the
spot where the Apaches were camped. They had
not gone more than a hundred yards when our
hero became aware that some was approaching
from the left. Motioning for his companions to stay where they were, he turned and crept
along in the direction he had heard a slig]:it
sound coming from. When he had covered pel'haps a dozen yards he paused, and lifting aside
-an overhanging bush, peered straight ahead.
Then, much to his satisfaction, he saw Jim creepin<r cautiously that way. Wilrl calmly waited
for his partner to reach hin1.
"Hello, Jim," he said, in a low whisper, as the
boy was .within six feet of him. "I reckon if
it was an Indian here instead of me you would
be in pretty bad quarters. I heard you coming,
old fflow." ·
"I don't doubt it, Wild," was the reply. "I
slipped back there a little ways, and I know
I must- _have made quite a little noise. Such
_things are bound to happen sometimes, you know.
But say, I have got something to tell you. The
redskins are planning a trap for us."
Jim told Wild all that Hop had said in 1·egard
to the trap, and also what had happened to the
Chinaman.
"So that is what they are up to, eh?" Wild
observed, a smile showing upon his lips. "Well,
let them go ahead and put up ther flag of truce.
I reckon we will show them a trick that is worth
two of theirs."
It was just then that they heard stealthy footsteps not far away. The next minute they saw
one of the Indians stepped a.long carefully among
the Tocks. In his hand was the sapling that had
been cut, and attached to this was the white rag.
The Apache stepped within a few feet of them
as he made his way along to the top of a little
hill a short distance away. Once there he crept
ste?,lthily to the top of the hill, and then planted
the sapling. Back he call\e, again passing the
two boys, who were watching eve1·y move he

made. As he disappeared from view Wild placed
his mouth close to the ear of his partner, and
whispered:
"Stay here and watch, Jim. I'll go back and
fetch the 1·est heTe. · I reckon the. trap of the
Apache is not going to work on us. Maybe we
will catch them in their own trap."
Then the, young deadshot crept sgftly back to
Arietta and the two who were waiting with her.
He quickly told them what was up.
"That's a great scheme!" exclaimed the scout.
"It's mighty lucky we know about it, though I
don't suppose we would be fools enough ter be
ketched that way."
"Not much," .retorted Wildt shrugging his
shoulders. "I nevel' did put any stock in a
flag of truce that was offered by redskins. But
that's all right. It will make it all the easier
for us to raid them. That's what we're going to
do now, you all understand. We are going to
raid the redskins. If we can take them by surprise I reckon they won't put up much of a
fight. But if they do they will have to take
their medicine, that's all. Now, then, Et," and
be turned to his sweetheart, "I ·:reckon it will be
in order for you to get down the hill a sh-0rt
distance and then walk boldly toward the flag
of truce. I all'I satisfied the redskins won't harm
you, though the chances are they will make a
rush for you and try- to capture you. Whert they
do that the raid on them will begin."
"All right, Wild," said the girl, quickly. "I
am not the least bit afraid. I will be the one
.
to lure them from their cover."
Without waiting a minute the brave girl carefully picked her way down the hill to a gully
that lay below. As soon as she was out of
sight Wild bade Charlie, and the settler to follow him, and then they started 'to creep back to
the spot where Jim had been left. They found
him there, waiting patiently. It did not take
long to let Jim know what Arietta was about to
do, and then just as they were ready to proceed
they heard the unmistakable sounds of the Indians as they crept down to hide behind the hill
and await the approach of those they ey:pected
to decoy there by the white flag. Though the;v
could. not see them, our hero and the scout actually counted them, and when they were satisfied that all of them who were able to fight,
including the chief, had passed downward, they
were more than gratified.
"Come on," said Wild, in a whisper. "We will
follow them and gE)t a good position!'
In a minute more they were right upon the
trail the redskins had made in making the descent from the camp. They continued on downward until they came to a big 1·ock that lay
on that side of the gully. Then they p.aused and
waited to see what would happen. By this time
Arietta _had. reached the gully and was walking
along, nfle rn hands, as though she was looking
for someone. Neither Wild nor his companions
could see anything of the Indians, but they guessed about where they were.
"I reckon something will happen mighty soon,"
whispered Cheyenne Char.lie, who was eager for
the fray. By the way he gripped his rifle it told
plainly that he was simply waiting fo1· the chance
to get a shot.

'
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"Are yer g·oin' ter fire right into 'em, Wild?"
Tom Short asked.
"No" was the reply. "I am going to call out
for th~m to surrender. If they don't do it, and
show fight, then we will have to fire. But be
careful, boys. I want to take the chief alive, if
I can."
"All right," replied the settler. "If we git him
I only hope they'll hang him when we take him
to ther fort. They don't always do that, yer
know. They seem bound ter give Injuns a fair
trial, as they calls it; an' sometimes they don't. do
nothin' more to 'em than pen 'em up for a wh1l~.
I know lots of Injuns as oughter be hanged as is
runnin,...around loose now."
Wild nodded, for he knew very well that what
Sho1-t said was true,
''Are yer goin' ter fire right into 'em, Wild,"
Tom Sho1·t asked.
'·No" was the reply. "I am going to call out
for th~m to surrender. If they don't do it, and
show fight then we wiU have to fire. But be
careful, boys. I want to take the chief alive, if
I can."
"All right'' replied the settler. "If we git
him I only hope they'll hang him when we take
him to ther fort. They don't always do that,
yer know. Tiley seem bound ter give Injuns a
fair trial, as they call it, an' sometim~s they
don't do nothin' more to 'em than pen em up
for a while. I know lots of Injuns as oughter
be hanged as is runnin' around loose now."
Meanwhile our hero was keeping a sharp watch
upon his sweetheart. · She was now directly at
the foot of the little hil1, and he was anxious to
see the Apaches appear. The next" minute his
wish was gratified, and, rising to his feet the
boy led the way around the rock a_nd up. the
short ascent that lay before them. Anetta climbed up the rocks toward the flag, and_ the hidde_n
redskins rushed after her. But Wild and his
friends now reached the top of the hill, ready
for action.
_
CHAPTER XL-Conclusion.
Young Wild West could not suppress · a smile
when he saw how the Apaches had virtually fallen into their own trap. But not until he had
run down to within thirty feet of. them did he
let them know of his presence. Then he paused,
and s{vinging his rifle to his shoulder, called out,
·
in a commanding tone of voice:
"'Surrender, you red galoots. It is all up with
you. The first one of you who offers to shoot
will drop dead in his tracks."
The redskins could not have been more astonished if a troop of cavalry had suddenly appeared. They stop]Jed still in their tracks and looked
at the dashing young deadshot in pure dismay.
Charlie and the settler also had their rifles at
their shoulders, and as the three deadly weapons
stared them in their faces the Apaches knew
not which way to turn.
"Ha, ha, ha ! laughed Arietta, in a silvery
tone of voice, as she, too, turned her rifle upon
them.
It happened that the chief had not showed him11

I
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self with the rest, 1rnd hearing a crashing in
the llushes a short distance away, Wild took a
step to the left and caught sight of him as he
was hurrying away, rifle in hand. The boy was
determined that he should not escape, for he
wanted him above all the rest.
-"Call the cowboys, Jim!" he exclaimed, hurriedly to Dart, who had appeared a little below
them, and was also covering the surprised
Apaches. "I am going to get the chief!"
As Jim's voice sounded in a call for the two
cowboys; our hero darted along among the rocks
and bushes. He did not make mucl> noise in
doing this, for he meant to · take the chief by
surprise, if he could possibly do so. Just as ne
was passing along, one of the braves, who seemed to be more desperate than the rest, suddenly
leaped forward from the bunch, a revolver raised
to shgot. Crack! It was ·Cheyenne Charlie's
rifle that spoke, and, throwing up his hands the
Apache fell forward upon his face. This had the
effect of causing the others to put up a fight.
Crack! crack! Two of them fired almost at the
same time. Then Wild's partners and the settler
started shooting. The scout had been waiting,
hardly expecting to have the chance, and he now
certainly let himself loose, so to speak. The
result was that as many as twenty shots were
fired in the space of a minute, and when the
smoke cleared away there wa~ not an Indian left
standing. Meanwhile Spotted Snake had turned
as though to come back when he heard the shots.
Evidently he did not know that Young Wild West
was so dose to him. As he paused and stood
gripping his rifle ·o ur hero suddenly leaped from
behind a rock and confronted him.
"Surrender, you scoundrel!" the boy exclaimed,
in ringing tones. "Your braves have gone under,
I 1·eckon. But I am going to take you alive."
"Young Wild ' West no take Spotted Snake
alivE:," hissed the chief, his eyes gleaming with
fire.
Then, instead of firing a shot from his rifle
he seized it by the barrel and leaped forward t~
use it as a club upon our hero. But that was
where the redskin made a mistake. Crash! The
stock of the weapon came down upon a rock
and it was broken to pieces. Young Wild West
had nimbly leaped out of the way. Thud! The
butt of Wild's revolver came down with crushing force upon the Indian's skull. Spotted Snake
staggered backward, partially stunned. But he
must have realized that if he ever fought for
his life it must be now, for he made a desperate
attempt, and succeeded in steadying himself.
Then he lunged forward and grappled with the
agile boy. This was a little bit unexpected to
Wild, but he was ready, nevertheless. He had
started to take the chief alive, and take him
alive he meant to do. As the redskin's arm,;
twined about his waist Wild flung his right arm
about his neck. He closed to like a vise, and
reaching down with his left hand he seized the
redskin about the ankle. Spotted Snalre was
dong his best to lift the boy from his feet, but
once Wild haci him gripped by the ankle it
was all but over. A quick jerk upward and then
down w~nt Spotted Snake flat upon his back,
the dashmg young deadshot on top. Wild's left
hand seized him by the throat, and gripping here
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he soon caused the chief to 1·elease his grasp
#
about his waist.
"I reckon I have got ~you, Spotted Snake," he
said, in his cool and easy way. "I tol~ you I
wanted to take you alive."
A gurgling gasp was all the reply he got, for
the fact was that· Spotted Snake was nearly
choked to insensibility. The grip Young Wild
West had was something wondedul, even though
he was bu~ a boy. Knowing that he· had him
dead to rights, Wild released the grip slightly,
and then proceeded to relieve the chief of the
weapons he had upon him. By the time he had
done this Cheyenne Charlie came rushing to the
scene, followed closely by Arietta.
"I reckon ther raid is all over with, Wild,"
th..: scout exclaimed, as he saw the boy holding
the chief to the ground. "You have got ther
galoot, eh?"
"Yes, Charlie, I have got him. Just come here
and tie him)'
"I'll do that mighty quick," and the next minute the scout was doing it.
"Well," said our hero, as he a1·ose to his feet,
anrl brushed the dirt from his clothing. "I reckon
that will be about all. I suppose you dropped
them all, didn't you?"
"Every blamed one of 'em, \Vild," the scout
declarEJd in a jubilant tone of -voice. "When one
· of 'em was goin' to take a shot at you I jest
let him have it, an' t]Jat started ther ball rollin'.
Jim has gone ter ther camp to take care of .
thei- wounded ones what you said was there."
Spotted Snake was very silent. He would
not say a word, nor would he attempt to get
upon his feet when told to do so. But Cheyenne
. Charlie knew how to make him obey, and when
be pulled his hunting knife and gave him a sharp
, prick with it be gof up in a hurry.
"You sneakin' coyote!" . exclaimed Charlie, as
he flashed the blade before his eyes. "If I done
ther right thing to yer I'd stick this between
yom· ribs. Yo,1 ain't fit to live, anyhow, an'
you never was, since you was big enough to hold
a gun. You'll git what's comin' to you, all right,
when you git to ther fort, an' don't yer forgit
.it. You'll find out that it don't pay to go aTound
murderin' settlers an' carryin' off ther women
folks."
But Spotted Snake acted a·s though he did
:,ot hear a word that was said to him. Leaving
the prisoner in the charge of the scout, Wild
ted the_way through the gully, and just as they
1Jot there Jim and the cowboys came down the
hill with the two wounded braves who had been
!\lit at the camp. These had been placed upon
tie ,..~~1<-~ nf }rn,•spc and they were tied securelv.

A few minutes later Tom Short called out from
above that he had gathered the horses belonging
to the redskins, so Wild told him t., lead them
on down. The cowboys went to help him, and
then it was not long before our friends were
making their way down the rocky descent with
their prisoners and the horses. When they
1·eached their own horses they all _mounted, and
then they set out to ride back to the camp ·where
their friends were awaiting them. Hop was the
proudest one of the whole lot, and the way he
talked and laughed over the successful raid that
had been made upon the Apaches, and how
Arietta had fooled them, was more than intere~ting to the settler and the two cowboys.
was a little after noon when they got back and
passed through the defile to the camp that lay a
short distance from its mouth.
They found everything all right the.re, and
then, after they had eaten a hea1·ty meal and
taken an hour's rest, they set out for thr mining
camp that was something like sixty miles. distant. The 'horses that had belonged to the -Indians came in handy, and the result was that
th!! women and children, as well as the effects
the Indians had taken in the raid on the little
settlement, were conveyed along with them. They
all reached the mining camp in safety, and Wild
and his friends remained long enough there to
see them settled down nicely, and to learn that
Sam Gabel and Jake Wells, the two cowboys,
we1·e soon to become tpe husbands of the two
gil'ls named Flora Hooker and Mary Leven.
As there is nothing more to .tell, ·we will bring
the story of Young Wild West Raiding the Redskins; or, Arietta and the Aapche Trap," to a
~ose, ·but with the promise of telling of the furthere adventures of our dashing young hero and
his companions in the next issue of "Wild West
Weekly."

It

Next · week's issue will contain "YOUNG
WILD WEST WHOOPING IT UP; or, THE
COWBOY t.; ARN IV AL AT CROOKED
CREEK."

Send us a one-,ent itamp to cover postage, and
we will mail ~ ou a copy of "Moving Picture
-....
Stories."
Mr. Binks-Our neighbor, Minks, was shot at
by a burglar and the bullet lodged in his pock~tbook. Mrs. Binks-What of it? Mr. BinksNothing; only I was thinking his wife must be
very economical. A bullet would go right through
n,l.,.,,o
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CURRENT NEWS
VICIOUS SQUIRREL
A vicious squixrel is roaming the woods near
Anderson, S. C., seeking whom he may devour.
The word of Frank Stone, motorman for the
street car company there, was given for the truth
of the statement.
Stone, going happily along to his work, taking
no more than the usual precautions,- against attack by squirrels, was set upon by the animal·,
which fastened its teeth in Stone's right ear and
enjoyed a nice breakfast. Stone sought to brush
the squirrel away with his hand, whereupon the
animal countered with a raid on his fingers, chewing several •of them.
Stone dashed to Police Headquarters and reported his experiences, but the potice don't know
what to do about it except to go hunting·. They
suspect the squirrel had rabies.
PRE-HISTORIC ALTAR FOUND.
Warren K. Moorehead, archaeologist of Phillips Academy, Anover, Mass ., h11s unearthed three
cemeteries, 152 skeletons, 23 funeral urns and
countless small art objects of pre-historic r esidents of this section in the Cahokia mounds nea 1·
East St. Louis , Mo., he announced to-day. Professor Moorehead i s doing xesearch work under
direction of the University of Illinois.
This discovery tends to substantiate the theory

that the mounds are of human construction rather
than natural hills, it is said. At the base of one
mound a large altar was found .. Professor Moorehead explained that it was customary for the
"mound builders'' in other sections of th e Mississippi -Valley to cover the altars, after they had
served their usefulness, to great heights, and
·
hence the mounds.
Testimony of an effort to smelt lead was found
in one mound the professor explained. A smelter
of baked clay, in the form of a semi-circle, was
discovered and beside it chunks of lead. Near it
was a vessel in the shape of a modern chemi st'li
·
crucible.
WANT TO EARN $5,000?
prize of $5,000 is offered by Frank J. D.
Barnjum of Montreal for a practical method to
suppress the spruce bud worm, bark beetle and
borer which have caused tremendous damage in
the forest s of Eastern Canada and the United
States. The Province of Quebec alone has suffered a loss during ten years of 150,000,000 cords
of standing pulpwood by these pests, which r~present a market value of pulpwood of $3,000,000,000, or if manufactured into paper, of $7,000,000,000. This wood i s sufficient for forty-five years
for newsprint for the North American Continent.
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~hat .Ten Cents

BuYs

, X ]HEN you pick up a copy of "Mystery Magazine," did it
V~ ever occur to you that the 64 pages it contains cost the
publi'!;her about three thousand dollars for an edition? A lot of
money just to amuse you, but it represents .the best work of
skillful story writers, the finest talent of special artists, and the
.combined labor of hundreds of compositors proof-reqders, electrotypers, stereotypers, book· binders, color plate makers, photo-engravers, press_m en, feeders, mechanics, truckmen, clerks,
railroad freightmen and an army of others too numerous to
mention. See how important each copy is? Naturally we would
not spend so much mc;:mey on trash. That's why we are repeatedly asking you to get a copy an~ see what splendid novelettes, short stories and · interesting articles it contains. Get a
copy today from your newsdealer. If you want a sample copy
cheap send us a cent to pay the postage and we'll mail you one:
1 ·

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc., 166 W. 23d St., New York
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Charlie, the Chauffeur
-OR-

THE LUCK OF A WORIUNG LAD'
By DICK ELLISON
(A SERIAL STORY}
CHAPTER IX.
The Recapture of the Car.

WEEKLY

"Don't speak a word, Joe," he said. "We can't
tell how close we may be upon the fellow, and
there may be more than one."
They hurried forward, the satm·ated condition
of the ground making it all tl10 easier for them
to walk softly, and they had .not gone far when
through the trees they spied a clearing ahead of
them where stood a lonely shack built or rough
boards and covered in with tar paper.
Alongside was the car, emptied and headed
theil- way. There was nobody to be seen.
"By gracious, there it is," whispered ,Toe.
"Yes, and we've just.got to get it," said Charlie, decidedly. "Hold on a minute. I want t<>
find out who's in there before I make any move.''
"Who do you suppose they be, Charlie?"
"I'm thinking that they may be coiners. There
was a bunch of Italians caught making bad
quarters in a shack like that down· Centreport
way about a year ago."
They waited, and after a little a man appeared
at the door of the shack. He was evidently a
fo1·eigner of some sort, though to Cha1·lie he
looJied more like a Greek than an Italian. He
had something in his hand, and the case was settled when one after another he held six new shiny
half-dollars up to the light, examining each one
carefully.
"That's what he is," said Charlie. "You can
see for yourself, Joe."
"Looks mighty like it. What are you going to
•
do?»
"Sneak around through the woods and try
to get into the car."
"But you'll have to crank up."
"That's the worst of it. All the same I'm
bnund to risk it and take my chances. You stop
here and· if I succeed I can pick you up, while if
I fail, you'll be safe."
, And Joe rose a hundred per cent. in Charlie's
estimation when he replied:
"Not on your life. I'm no such coward. ff you
are willing to take chances, then so am I."
"But your father might not like it, Joe."
"I don't care. I'm almost of age, anyhow. I've
got to learn to be a man."
Charlie said no more, but led the way 'hro:ugh
the woods until they came to a point facing the
side of the hut, which appeared to have no window as far as they could see.
Here agajn they waited but saw nobody, neither
could they hear a sound.
"You sneak into the car, Joe," whipered Charlie. "I'll get busy on the crank and then make
a dive. Crouch low if he attempts to draw a 1'E!volver. Mind what I say now."
It was certainly a ticklish undertaking, for at
the first sound of the crank the coiner was sure
·
to, pop out of his den.
And so it proved, for no sooner 'did the car begin to hum than out of the shack darted not one
man, but two.
Joe was in the machine, and Charlie made a
•
jump for it.
(To_be continued)

"I don't know whether you like me or not."
"Well, I do, and I've tried to show it."
"You didn't show it this morning then when
you wouldn't believe me."
"Cut it out. What were you going to say?"
"I was going to ask you if you can keep a secret."
"That depends."
"Oh, · all right. If you don't like me well
enough to promise because I ask you, I won't
tel1/cff."
'Suit yourself," said Charlie, who did not like
the turn the conversation was taking.
"ThJ little fool has got some riJiculous idea in
his head," he said, "and it may be just as well for
me not to know it."
Now this was ~ertainly one ,yay of looking at
it. Charlie was to change hfa views on the subject later, as will be shown.
But the conversation proceeded on further, for
just then he made a discovel'y°.
They had now come upon just such a wood
road as Charlie motored his friend, the burglar,
over on the first day he started out to seek his
fortune, and there on the sodden ground were
plain traces of an automobile tire of theidentical
raised pattern of those attached to Mr. Pendleton's car.
"Say, Joe, the car was run into the woods here,
surest thing you know," Charlie cried.
'.'By gracious, it looks like it!" said Joe. "That's
the maTk of our tire, sure."
"This must be followed up," declared Charlie,
and he began to tell Joe the story of his acquaintance with Smithers and Faxon, which until now
he had kept to hims~lf.
"Do you think the men are still there living
in that hut?" asked Joe.
"No, no! This isn't the place. It was miles
from here; don't you understand?"
"Oh! I thought you meant this was the place."
"Stupid!" thought Charlie, who, although he·
really did like th!:) boy, had very little patience
with his muddle-headedness.
"Come on," he said aloud. "Let's sneak in here
and see what we strike. If we only could capture
·
the car it would be great."
His hopes had risen; he was ready to go to any
limit, but there was Joe to be thought of. It
Send us a one-cent stamp to cover postage, and
went without saying that Mr. Pendleton would
we will mail you a copy of "Mystery Magazine...
,ooner lose his car than his son.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
common to the pair, forming what is called a
MUSKRAT TRAPPING NOW IN FULL
binary system.
SWING IN MANITOBA
Muskrat trapping is in full swing and a heavy
Many double stars have been found to perf0rm
catch is anticipated. Prices for rats remain high, such a revolution. This is generally very slow,
although there has been a slump in the majority reqmrmg centuries for its completion. A few
of fine furs. On account of an influenza epi- binary stars. however, revolve so rapidly th<tt a
demic among the Indians many of them have not complete revolution has taken place since they
been able to engage in the spring rat hunt, and it were first observed. There are some whose perihas been suggested that the closing of the season od is leso; than a century.
The colors of double stars are superbly brilbe extended two weeks in order to permit of the
lndians parti~ipating in the hunt, the 1·etu_rns of liant and varied. The components often ,-hine in
which are their pTincipal means of subsistence,. contrast colors, one being blue and the other yellow, .or one being green and the other yellow.
«uring the summer.
Sometimes the companions are purple and white
or l'ed and white, or both are white.
100-FOOT TURNTABLE.
A few stars are known as naked-eye rlo11ble".
A giant turntable, 100 feet in length, weighing One is a small star in Lyra, near the bi·ight Vega.
183,000 pounds, electrically op~rated and equ~p- A sharp-eved observer may see it double, sav~ the
ped with the latest safety devices, has been m- Washingt.on Star. A low power of the. telP~cope
stalled by the Southern Pacific Company at Ash- will separate it into t,.vo white stai·s w;dP r-n1 •·t.
land Ore. to take care of the powerful new lo- A high power will separate each of the two romcom~tives 'b'eing placed in service on the road's ponents into two stars. This tiny star is. thei·emountain division.
fore, a double double, forming a quadruple sysTom Darrow 1 construction foreman, estab- tem.
lished a record for railroad turntable erection
A beautiful double star easy to find is AlhirerJ.
by setting up the huge turntable in 10 hours 12 One of the components is of the third nnrl the
minutes without delay to power or traffic.
other of the fifth magnitud 0 • The colors are
The turntable was built""ll.t a cost of about $50,- golden yellow and sapphine blue.
000.
SURGERY 3,000 YEARS OLD
Surgical operations of the most delicate nature
have been performed for at least 3,000 years, according to an Egyptian papyrus which Dr. J. H.
Breasted of the University of Chicago has been
translating for more than a year. He expects to
take two more years to complete the translatl,>n.
Dr. Breasted presented his translation before the
Chicago Medical Society recently.
According to Dr. Breasted, the p~pyrus describes the performance of such operations as trephining of the skull, draining of jaw ulcers and
setting of fractures.
The papyrus, more than. fift~en feet long, w~s
· purchased from an Egyptian m ~858 by Edwm
Smith. His daughter presented it to the New
York Historical Society after her father's death,
and the society sent it to Dr. Breasted recently
to be translated.
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DOUBLE STARS
HARRY· E. WOLFF, Publl8her, Inc.,
Many stars that appear single to the naked
16~ West 23d Street,
New York City
eye are found to consist of two stars close together when examined through a powerful telescope. They are called double stars, and several
"Moving Picture Stories"
thousands have been observed by astronomers.
A Weekly Magazine Devnted to Photoplayo and Player•
There are two classes of double stars. The first
consists of those that only look double. These
PRICE SEVEN CENTS PER COPY
appear double because they are nearly in the same
Each number contains Four Stories of the Best Film•·
line of vision as seen from the earth, though they on the Screens - Elegant Half-tone Scenes from the
have ho connection, and one star may be very l'lrys - lnterestlnA" Articles About Promilwnt People
In the Films - Doings of Actors nncl Actres8~S In tho
much nearer to us than the other. The second Studios
nncl Lesson~ in Rcenario Wrltl11g.
class consists of those really double, or binary
HAltRV E \VOLJtF, PuhliRhf"r, lne.,
stars, where one star revolves about the other _or
l'iew Yo.rk City
where each revolves around the center of gravity ~ Jt6 Weat 2:lu st...et,
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A STOWAWAY'S LUCK
By PAUL BRADDON
When I was eleven years old my mother died,
and my father decided to go to Australia.
• I was his_ oi:ily child, anci"h e was by no means
burdened with money. .
He was a master plu.mber, and he set out for
Sydney under contract.
Three years after our arrival he married again,
and it was not six weeks before my stepmother
pushed me into the street.
I was undersized and sickly, but I neve1· gave
her the slightest cause for even a hai:sh ~01·d.
She simply took an av-ersion to me, and somehow her hatred came to be reflected in my father.
He saw me thrown out on the vrn r ld with
hardly a protest, and two days later, w hen he
met me in the street, 11e gave me a·b out ei ght shillings in money and advi sed me to set up as a bootblack and newsboy.
I should probably have foUowed his suggestion had I not on that same clay chanced to fall
in wi.th two or three lads who ;¥ere planning to
stow themselves away aboard of an English brig
called the Charles H. Churchill.
They were boys who had 1·un awwy from home
or been thrown over, like myself, and the idea
was that they could do better in England.
I was invited to join, and when our plans had
been laid there were four of us about the same
age. We looked Jhe brig over , found that we ·
could get aboard, and made our arrangements.
One night, when the brig was nearly re:idy for
sea, I stole aboard, carrying wi th me about two
qua1·ts of water and four pounds of bread and
nfeat. This was the share I was to furnish. r
was to be first aboard, slip down the midship
hatch, and the others were to · follow at brief intervals. A fire on board a ship a few hundred
feet away collected the c1·ew of the brig aft, and
·
·
I got aboard without risk.
The hold was nearly full of bags, barrels, and
boxes, and after waiting a few minutes I made
my way over these to the bow, and found a very
comfortable place on a lot of dry hides. I re'nained awake and alert for two hours, and then
f ell asleep without 1·ealizing that I was a bit
;;Jeepy. It was morning when I awoke, and as
t he sailors were at work below, I dared not move
or call out. I fig-ured that my companions we1·e
in hiding arom1d me, and so rested easy through
.
the day, sleeping most of the time.
At about sundown I felt the ship under motion, and an hour later the hatches were closed
and I was in midnight darkness.
I had matches and a stub of a candle, and, after striking a light, I moved aroond and whi stled
and called to my companions.
I could fake my way over the freight pretty
easily ,in any direction, and I would not. give up
that I was alone until I had sea1·ched for a full
hour.
Then I was positive I was alone; tbe others had
either backed out or had been baffled in their attempt to get on board.
I was much upset at the discovery, and crawled
b>a.ek t<> my bed and cried myself to sleep.

It had been agreed among us boys that we
should keep secreted three days after sailing.
None of us anticipated any trouble when we
should make our presence known.
I had no way of computing time, as it was night
all the time in the hold, but after my br-ead and
water had been used up and I ,11as hungry and
thirsty, I decided that the three days were up.
Crawling to the cover of the hatch I knocked
on it and shouted, and after a little it was opened
and I was helped out.
It was nine o'clock on the mor ning of the f'" ·-· th
day.
The first word fr-om the captain was an oath,
and his first act was to swing, me about the deck
·
by the hair.
Then he called for a 1;ope and beat me until
I fainted away, and while lying unconscious he
and the first mate kicked me several times.
When I came to I was ordered forward among
the men.
· They gave me kind words . satisfied my hunger
and thirst, and hoped that the wo rst was over. ·
It was not, however.
At about noon I was called aft, and after the
captain had inten-ogated me as to my identity
and why I had selected his vessel, he gave me
another beating, and turned me over to the mate
with the words:
"You can have him now, and I hope you'll kill
him before the week is out."
''Ay, sir, leave that to me," was the reply. "I'll
find a dozen ways to make him wi sh he'd never
.
been born."
I had committed an offen se, but nothing deserving such puni shment as I received for the next
three days.
I was flogged, kicked, cuffed and maltreated
in every way capta'in and mate could think of,
and was more than once rende~d insensible by
their cruelty.
I heard the men cursing the officers foi· their
conduct, and encouraging each other to interfere, but I was passive.
Indeed, after a beating or two I was so hanied
that I could scarcely r emember my own name.
On t)l'e afternoon of the fourth day, soon after
dinner, while I was forwa1·d with the watch and
assisting- the sailmaker to repair a sail, the first
mate called me aft.
The wind was light and the sea smooth, and a
few fathoms astern of the brig was an enormous
shark.
It had occurred to the two brutes to h ave some
fun with me. The mate noosed a rope and passed
it around my waist, and then, while I struggled
and shrieked and begged for mercy, he carried
me to the · po1·t quarter and dropped me overboard for shark bait.
The shark made a rush for me, but I was
hauled up just in advance of his jaws.
The captain and mate laughed uproariously,
' and the latter picked me up to drop me from the
other quarter, when the entire crew came running
·
aft.
I saw that much, and then fainted away, and
what took place while I was unconscious ·was
never clearly related to me.
The crew l1ad determined to interfere, and
their action excited the captain and mate to a terrible degree.
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This was hooted at by the more intelligent, and
The former had a revolver in his pocket, and
.
when the crew refused to go forward he fired at gave rise to further ill-feeling.
The brig had light or contrary winds, and made
and wounded one of them. This brought on a
fight, in which both officers and one of the sailors slow progress, an.cl at the end _of two weeks the
situation on board could not hav.e been much
were killed.
worse.
It was rebellion-not mutiny.
There were nine of us, including the cook, a
The sole idea of the crew was to protect me
black man, and each man of them seemed defrom further cruelty.
In carrying this out murder was done, and all termined to do as he pleased. ,
All messed iJl. the cabin, and all had access to
were liable to the gallows.
The dead bodies were lying on deck when I re- the liquor, and as a consequence fights frequently
covered consciousness, while the men had con- occurred, and there were times when the brig
gre!!,"ated in the waist of the brig for consultation. had close shaves from being made a wrnck.
On one occasion the men charged the mate with
The second mate, whose name was Chapman,
had ~ympathrzed with the crew, although he had playing them false and with planning to deliver
no hand in the fight. He was now asked to take them up to justice, but ·he somehow satisfied them
command of the brig until it could be determined that he was holding the course originally agreed
what should be done, and he did so. The three upon, and he was honest in what he said.
After a run of some twenty-five days he a11dead men were prepared for burial_' in the usual
way, and launched over. the side without service, nounced that we were approaching the Solomon
and an hour after the fight not a trace of it was Islands, and the men at once made ready to carry
out their futur.e plans.
left.
When the question of what should be done came
&e hundred miles southwest of San Cluistoval,
up for discussion most of the men were appalled which is the eastermost island of the group, is a
smaller group calted the Little Solomons.
at the seriousness of the case.
It was this group we were approaching, and at
It was the first duty of the mate to set a signal
of distress, byt of course nothing of the sort was that date no white man had set foot upon them.
They were inhabit~d by fierce and bloodthirty
done.
natives, who combined piracy, wrecking and fishG nder the law he sh0uld head for the nearest
and the mate was for making for the other
pott, and there surrender brig and crew, but of ing,
·
group.
course he had no tl\ought of this.
He was overruled in this, and when the brig
While he had not incited the crew to resistance, had
hauled in until the land could be seen from
he had not come to the aid of the officers.
the deck, the long boat was got over and loaded.
[t would have been ea sy to pr ove his sympathy
The men intended to play · the part of castafor me, and that would have made him the ac- ways, and had a story all fixed up.
crew.
the
cessory of
They erased the name of the boat, and took
It was rea lized th a t all had outlawed them- nothing
aboard which would betray the identity
and
go
to
where
selves, and the question was
which they meant to scuttle.
brig,
the
of
what to do with the brig.
working all the morning, they
after
noon,
At
It was finally decided to haul up for the Solo- . had loaded the boat with whatever suited them,
mon Islands.
divided the sum of $1,250 found on board, and
The brig wa s bound home through Torres were ready to bore holes in the brig's bottom.
Strait, as she had two ports to call to make beFor two days I had been ill of fever and confore reaching the Cape of Good Hope, and we fined to my bunk.
were not over 450 miles out of Sydney when the
I knew from the conversation around me what
murders occu1-red.
was going on, and at noon when 011e of the men
We therefore had a voyage of quite 1,500 miles brought me a cup of gruel he said we should
before us.
soon be _off. Half an hour later the brig became
For the first week men could not have behaved so quiet that I grew afraid, and with great effort
.
more sensibly.
crawled on deck.
The discipline was good, and all were under
The long boat was·a mile away, with every man
proper restraint.
.
in it.
We were sighting vessels daily, and on several
About four miles to the west, coming up under
occasions we were passed so closely that we had a light breeze, was a British man-of-war. All
to signal our number and report all well.
sail had been taken off the brig, so that she was
On the third day a man-of-war exchanged sig- simply drifting. It was the sight of the mannal~ with us, and through some bungling on our of-war which had hurried our crew off so sudpart his suspicion s seemed to have been a.roused, denly.
and he would perhaps have boarded us had not a
In about an hour she came up, and after a crew
change in the weather occurred. After about a had been put aboard both vessels stood in and
week, however, the men began to get independent, came to anchor in a bay and then boats were sent
and to bring forward new ·plans, and there was no out for the mutineers.
longer any harmony among 'the crew.
Not even a sight of them was ever obtained.
Ten years later it was known that they made
While Chapman was the only one who could
navigate a ship, and while he had been put in a landing on one of the small islands, we1·e sechat'ge of the brig, the men finally refused to do creted by the natives until the sh.ip sailed, and
every one of them was then knocked on the head
any work beyond that of sailing the craft.
Some openly advocated that we turn pirate, and for the sake of, the plunder.
I was then taken back to Sydney and later on
others wanted to run into some J)ort and sell the
to England.
brig and cargo and divide the mone~
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INTERESTING Ak f 1CLES
BEE CAUSES AUTO WRECK
A bee buzzed into an auto-bus and cost the
owner thereof $3,500. A jury fixed the amount.
Edwa1·d Steward, the di-iver, became confused
when the insect approached him, and the bus
cra~hed into a telegraph pole. Nevin Heusted,
Jr., was severeJy hurt and the boy'~s father suffered minor in1uries. 'l he forme1· got $3,000 and
the latter $500.
Steward maintained that the entrance of the
bee into the conveyance, which he piloted between
Camden artd Merchantville, N. J., was attributable to Providence and an occurence over which
he had no control. The jui-y held that he should
have exercised more self-possession. The accident took place last Summer.

WEEKLY

i:r:itervals bedaubed himself till he looked p ositively gruesome .
. He gav~ ~he impression of being in a most hor~·1ble cond1t1~n, the possessor of wounds requiring
mstant medical attention.
A little later the visitor met a couple of women
who were carefully "made up" for their parts.
The younger was merely clad in the regulation
tatters, but the el_de~· woman, the "star" perfo1·mer, started off with the unusual asset of a
fine head of grny hair.
This hair had been dishevelled to the last degree, and it hung about he1· in pitiable confusion.
In China old age is regarded ·with great teverence, and her part in the drama, in 01·der to elicit
sympathy, w~s to k:r:ieel do~n on the grdund, Jet
this gray hair flow m all dn-ections and revolve
'
her liead in the mud.
At first sight one was inclined to think that
she was nothing but a poor, decrepit old gTanny,
of at least 80 year:-, but at a closer view her
lively actions m::ide one wonder whether the gray
hair was not really a part of her stock-in-trade.

-··---. ·-------·.·--LAUGHS

--

"I hear your husband is off on a little pleasure trip." "Yes. He is taking mother back
home."
91d Jones;--Can you give ~Y daughter the Juxunes to which she has been accustomed? Cholly
(engaged)-Not much longer. That's why I want
to get manied.
"Well; old Spo1·t, how do you feel? I've just
~aten a bowl of ox-tail soup and feel bully." "I've
Just eaten a plate of hash and feel like everything."

CLEVER CHINESE BEGGARS
The Chinese beggars as a class are veritable
Minister (mstructing the sexton)-:-To-day you
humbugs. They know how to make the most of had
better collect before I preach._ The subject
.
their disabilities.
sermon will be "Economy."
my
of
suffer
who
those
There are among thei1: number
do
from really terrible afflictions, and these they
Teacher-vVhat happens when a man's tempertheir utmost to fl.aunt before the public.
goes down as far as it can go? Smart
ature
A few days ago, for instance, in one of the Scholar-He has cold feet, ma'am.
minor thoroughfares a visitor was appalled to
see the figure of a Chinese, half-clad in an oily
"I hear Bjll went all to pieces yesterday." "Of
kind of dilapidated cloth, lying on the ground. course he did. He got a little excited about the
Both legs were gone, and his only method of payment of the bills, and his partner says to him
locomotion was to roll himself along t.he muddy 'Bill, collect yourself.' "
'
road (not the pavement) like a barrel.
It was a most pitiable sight, but it did not ex- ,
Johnson-Is it really true that your wife has
cite the sympathy nor, indeed, · the curiosity of
left you? Jameson-Yes. And that's not the
the numerous other Chinese in the street.
He had a tin basin beside -him which he would wor~t. "Why, what_ do you mean?" "I've just
thrust about a yard ahead of him, so that when received a letter saymg she's coming back."
he again rolled, his face would reappear beside
Hostess-vVhy, Mrs. Jones, you l1aven't any fish
·_
this receptacle.
Mary, why didn't you give Mrs. Jones a
fork.
a
of
eye
the
catch
b1Jt
could
he
if
fellow,
Poor
likely contJ·ibutor he had a ready smile for him! fish fork? Mary-Well, ma'am, the last time
Just how many miles he could do in a day one - Mrs. Jones di11ed here you said we lost a fish
could not tell, but he seemed oblivious to traffic of fork.
every kind.
His, however, was a genuine case, deserving of
Send us a one-cent' stamp to cover postage, and
pity.
Far different was the arrant rogue who, with we will mail you a copy of "Moving Picture
·
a ca1·efully concealed bottle of bullock's blood, at Stories."
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FROM ALL POINTS
SOMETHING ABOUT SEALS
The common seal can swim at the rate of ten
miles an hour, about half as quickly as a dolphin,
and the instantaneousne ss of its turning is li"kt!
magic. A fish-like flounder, or whale, or :;almon-has no chance when a seal has made up it:;
mind.
When we watch a dog swimming we 'see that
it treads the water with its fore and hind limb:;,
but this is not the seal's method. It keeps its forelimbs close to 'ts b ..east, except when turning or
steering, and it swims like a fish by means of it::,
very muscular posterior body, aided by the firmly
oppressed legs, which form the hind part of the
propeller. A propeller, however, that does not
turn round; it simply dislodges mas,e;:; of water
to one side and then to another, as quick as
greased lightning.
The gray seal is not nearly so fast, and it has
therefore to attend to more slowly moving fishes,
like halibut, which it seeks out fa1· beluw "full
fathoms five."
The movements of seals on the sands are very
quaint. They hobble along at the rate of about
OLD TREES
three miles an hom·. The creature raise~ it:,
One of the wonders of the ancient world, and shoulders depresses its head, sticks its fore-flapprobably the greatest of them, was the pyramids pers outwards in the sand, drags its body forof Egypt. And yet some of the giant sequoias of ward (sometimes helped by a jerk from the hind
California that are now thrifty trees had bark on legs), sinks prone, and begins again. \\'hat
them a foot thick when Cheops began building the catches the eye is the alternate arching and flatgre~t pyramids that bore his name. Beneath the tening of the body.
A young gray seal has been known to make a
shadow of the pyrnmids Napoleon said to his
troops: "Forty centuries look down upon you." land journey of half a mile to a cottage, and when
In the shadow of the big trees of California one it was taken back to the sea it repeated the visit
might say: "Eighty centuries look down upon next day. Short land journ·eys have often been
you.'' There are trees in the grove estimated by recorded for the common seal, especially in thP.
scientists, amQng them John Muir, the eminent case of tame ones, which refuse to be sent back to
naturalist, to be 8,000 and even 10,000 years old. the sea. There seems to be in seals somethin,,·
The oldest living things in the world are these of tlie "local attachment" and "homing capacity;~
giant trees. Also the species of vegetation to which is exhibited by cats, but most 0£ the data
which they belong is the oldest in the world. .remain unfortunately at a somewhat anecdotal
The sequoia tree, exactly like that of California, level.
Common seals have their favorite 1·estmg rocb.
flou:rished several millions of yeal'S ago.
and the gray seal h~ favorite spots in the water,
days.
A RELIEF MAP THAT FILLS TWO ACRES where it stays for hours and porpoises,
the sc-aL
I
Unlike the dolphins and
endeavor
its
in
Guatemala,
of
The republic
their rest on land. They take ad·
have
must.
see
to
capitalists
to make it easy for visiting
vantage of waves to get up on a rocky shelf. They
what they are investing in and to decide on the use their nails in clambering. They adjust them·
set
and
built
merits of proposed investments, has
selves so as to slip into the sea in an instant.
up what seems by all odds the most extraordi- They sometimes post sentinels, but they fall
nary relief map of the world. The map is two asleep.
acres in extent, and shows every contour, every
And it is then and at the brneding time that
town and every- stream or lake in Guatemala and man often clubs them.
the neighboring territory of British Honduras. It
It is a strange paradox that althoagh man canis surrounded by water representing the Atlantic not deny a certain fascination that the seals
and Pacific Oceans.
have, he cannot resist killing them when he get:;
The giant topographical map is of concrete, as- a chance. He calls them lost souls and fallen
sembled in sections. Almost two years were spent angels, mermaids and mermen. He has invent~d
in making the molds, and in checking them up. pretty stories about them and cherished !;Uper·
The ultimate cost of the map was $100,000, and stitions, but he kills them at their play and in
another like sum was spent in gathering the top- their sleep; or when the mother comes ashore to
ographical data on which it is based.
comfort her young.
The big map is located in the hippodrome or
substantial
its
and
City,
Guatemala
at
racetrack
Send us a one-cent stamp to cover postage, anri
cha1·acter indicated by the fact that it has passed
we will mail you a copy of "Mystery Magazine."
through two earthquakes without harm.

SOLEMN HIPPOCRATIC
OATH
One often reads or hears of the Hippocratic
oath which physicians and surgeons must take
on being admitted to practice by almost all of
the medical colleges. The oath was written by
Hippr,aates about 400 years before Christ. It is
the ai-ticle of faith on which the profession of
medicine is based. Some universities administer
it every year; among these is that of Montpellier
in France, which recently celebrated its 700t!:
anniversary.
The essential part of the oath is as follows:
"Whatever in my capacity as a physician, or
even when not so acting, I see or hear in the lives
of men which ought not to be spoken abroad, I
will not divulge, deeming that on all such matters I should keep silent. While I continue to
keep this oath inviolate, may it be granted to me
to enjoy life and the practice of the art, always
respected by men; but should I break or violate
this oath, may the reverse be my lot."
HERE

IS
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GOOD READING
ANIMALS IN BANANAS
The consumers of bananas will do well to in~pect the fruit before eating it, lest they may hav!'!
things pumped from their stomachs. A fruit
dealer in Elmira, N . Y., found a number of curious little animals in a bunch of bananas received
from Jamaica. An examination disclosed a nest
in the center of the bunch, and seated in it was
an animal resembling a mouse, though different
from it in many respects. The young ones are
mouse-colored, with large, bright eyes, and their
tails are fully as long as their bodies. The
mother is of a reddish color, with unusually large
luminous eyes for so small an animal. Her tail
is lengthy and bushy. Under her breast is a sack
or pouch similar to that of a kangaroo, in which
the little ones take 1·efuge at the slightest approach of danger. The young ones sit on her tail
and are canied about. It is said several scientific
gentlemen have viewed the little ones, but no one
co:uld properly classify them in the catalogue of
animals.
KILLED 167 TONS OF RATS
Rats to the number of 670,000 were killed in
Texas last year in the extermination drives conducted by the county agents employed co-opera•
tively by the United States agricultural colleges.
The. counties prompted many of the campaigns
with the help of members of local farm bureaus
and Chambers of Commerce and under the genernl supervision of Biological Survey rodent contrnl specialists.
Some counties were divided into zones, and
money was raised to be given as prizes to men,
boys and sehools killing the largest number of
rats. The most rats weTe killed in Denton County.
Tk~ boy having the greatest number to his credit
killed 15,000 in six weeks. In Williamson County
another boy killed 909 in two weeks. It is esti-.
mated that the rats averaged about a half a
pound each, making about 167 tons of rats killed
during the campaign.
It is also estimated that if each rat had · lived
a year it would, on an average, have eaten or
·damaged property worth $1, making the results
of the campaign worth approximately $670,000.

FORGING STAMPS AN ANCIENT ART
~tamp forging is by no means a new art. As
soon as postage stamps reached a high value the
forger started his work.
Forgeries are frequently found in old collections of stamps. In my own case I have four
interesting forgeries that came from an album
left to me by a relative.'
·
Two are stamps of the Pacific Steam Navigation Company, which, i.f genuine, might be worth
any thing from 5 to 15 pounds. But at the date
at which they were fo;rged they could not have
been a higher value than a few shillings.
This seems a poor return for a really clever
fon!'el'. But at times the forger is content with

small profits and quick returns. He even forges
stamps with the commercial value of a few pence,
simply because it is possible to sell hundreds of
them without any fear of detection.
If the faked stamps are of high value the difficulty of disposing of them is greatly increased,
although forgeries of even the 1847 Mauritius, of
which only ten copies are known to exist-its
value runs into four figures-are not unknown.
Perhaps the most extensively forged of all
stamps are the South American. The early issues of the States of Paraguay, Peru and Uruguay have been forged in great numbers both in
Paris and in Montevideo.
The . cleverest cases of fol'ging are where an
old but not very valuable stamp is placed in a
chemical bath which 1·emoves both color and design. The forgery is then engraved, either by
photography or by hand, on the original paper.
Here the evidence by which the collector judges
is all in order. The paper is right, the perfoi-ations absolutely correct, and there can be no doubt
about the watermark. It is only by comparing
the design with that of a genuine stamp that the
forgery , can. be detected.
In many issues a used · stamp, one that has
passed through the post, fetches a much higher
p1·ice than a similar unused one. This provides
an easy opening for the forger who has a knowledge of old postmarks.
In a recent case an unused stamp was stuck
on to an old envelope of exactly the same period,
a postmark was cleverly faked, and detection
seemed almost impossible. But the fake was noticed by a co,lJector, who saw that the address on
the envelope had been written with a modern
steel pen instead of the old-time quill.
Send us a one-cent stamp t o cover postage and
we will mail you a copy of "Mystery. Maga;ine."

Musical Handsaw
Great~st Novelty of the Age

1f you can carry a tune 111 your beau, you can learn
to play this instrument, and secure a job on the stage
at a good salary. No musical education necessary
Struck with a specially made mallet the perfectly tem:
pered saw produces loud, clear, ·rich tones like a 'cello
'l'he same effect may lJe bad by using a violin bow oii
the eclge. Any tune can be played by the wonderful
vibrations of the saw. It requires two weeks' practice
to make you an expert. When not playing you can
work with the saw. It is a useful tool as weJJ m, a ftn e
Instrument.

Pr ice of

s:iw. :\l a.net a n d Instructions ... . ...... $3

HARRY E. WOLFF, 166 W. 23d St., New York

How I inc1•eas~d m~,r:sala1·y
more than 300 /<>,
~

l,y

Joseph ..Anderson
AM just the average man-twenty-eight years
old, with a wife and a three-year-old youngster.
I left school when I was fourteen. My parents
didn't want me to do it, but I thought I knew more
than they did.
I can see my father now, standing before me,
pleading, threatening, coaxing me to keep on with
my schooling. With tears in his eyes he told me
how he had been a failure all his life because of
lack of education-that the untrained man is always
forced to work for a small salary-that he had
hoped, yes, and prayed, that I would be a more
,uccessful man than he was.
But no I My mind was made up. I had b':en
offered a job at nine dollars a week and I was gomg
to take it.
That nine dollars looked awfully big to me. I
didn't realize then, nor for years afterward, that I
was being paid only for the work of my hands. My
brain didn't count.

,,

HEN one day, glancing through a magazine, I
came across the story of a man just like myself.
He, too, had left school when he was fourteen years
of age, and had worked for years at a small salary.
But he was ambitious. He decided that he would
get out of the rut by training himself to become
expert in some line of work.
So he got in touch with the International Correspondence Schools at Scranton and started to study
in his spare time at home. It was the turn in the
road for him-the beginning of his success.

T

Most stories like that tell 0£ the presidents of
~reat institutions who are earning $25,000 and
$50,000 a year. Those stories frighten me. I don't
think I could ever earn that much. But this story
told of a man who, through spare time study, lifted
himself from $25 to $75 a week. It made an impression on me because it talked in terms I could
understand. It seemed reasonable to suppose that
I could do as well.
I tell you it didn't take me long that time to mark
and send in that familiar coupon. Information
regarding the Course I had marked came back by
return mail. I found it wasn't too late to make up
the education I had denied myself as a boy.
I ~as surprised to find out how fascinating a
home-study course could be. The I. C. S. worked
with me every hour I had to spare. I felt myself
growing. I knew there,, was a bigger job waiting
for me somewhere.
Four months after I enrolled my employer came
fo me and told me that he always gave preference
~• men who 1tudied their jobs-and that my next
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salary envelope would show how much he thought
of the improvement in my work.
Today, my salary is more than 300% greater than
it was when I began my studies. That increase has
meant a better home and all the luxuries that make
life worth while.
What I have done, you can do. For I am just an
average man. I had no more_education to begin
with than you have-perhaps not as much. The
only difference is a matter of training.

T

O every man who is earning less than $75 a
week, I say simply this :-Find out what th,

I. C. S. can do for you!
It will take only a minute of your time to mark
and QJail the coupon. But that one simple act may
change your whole life.
If I hadn't taken that first step four years ago
I wouldn't be writing this message to you today!
No, and I wouldn't be earning anywhere near $75
a week, either I
•-
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TEAR OUT HERE -

INTERNATIONAL

-

-

BOX 4493

-

-

CORRESPONDENCE

-

-

-

SCHOOLS

SCRANTON, PA.

Without cost or obllll•tfon oluse uplaln holV I c.an Qualllr tor

the position, or ln tile subject before which I have marked an X:
BUSINESS MANAGEM'T
ELEC. ENGINEER
SALESMANSHIP
Electric Lighting & Railways
.IDVERTISING
Electric Wiring
Show Card & Sign Pt.a.
Telegraph Engineer
Railroad Po1ition1
Telephone Work
ILLUSTRATING
lltECilANICAL ENGINEER

I

Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop PracUce
Toolmaker

8th¥."\1~"oP~~klns
r:1¥~:!t~Jn~~~~~~~G·R
STATIONARY ENGINEER

Cartooning
Private Secretary
Business Correspondent

~[!~~~~::E: Tnbl

~~~iU~~~At'f:3ntan,

Railway Accountant

!~g:r~s¥'eer

8imr,·1Mblt;H

~~~~i:i!f~r:fdn~a~\~~!n

g~;fl?"sJJi\1bESubJoctl

Concrete Builder

Structural Eneineer
PLUMBING & HEATING
Sheet Metal Worker

Textile Overseer or SupL
CHEMIST
Pharmac7

Railway Mall Clerk

AUTOMOBILES
Mathematics

NaviEation

AGRICULTUREB Spanlah
Bankln~
Poultry Rallloe
Airplane Eaginiu

Name ................. _ ........................................................ , ....................... ..
, -1 •-• •
Street
and No, ................................................................................................. .
Cit;y.,,.,....,u .... o .. •••• ••• ••••••••• ••• ••••••••• .. •• ... ltate .... ,............................... ,..,

OcoupaUon .... _ , , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Periom reaid.(no (n Canada 11lould t«m4 IM1 oou11«m to the /ntm-t1at,onal- CorreapondtHWI Sohooh Canadian., LJmlted, Montreal, Oanelda..

BIRDS CROSS
LAKE ON
STEAMER
Brand new, absolutely first cord tires. Guaranteed 8,000
miles and adjusted at the list price on that guarantee. The
prices below include a brand new 'I'yg~

------*

-S3x4½ __ , ___ $22.15
S2x• ______$16.10
9.50
SOxS
34x4½ _____ 23.20
33xC _____ 17.00
30x3½ ______ 11.25
.35%4½ ______ 24.06
18.60
-----34d
S..'>x3½------ 13.50
S5x6, ----·-· 28.60
_ 32d½ ______ 21.10
31x4 ------ u.10
Send no money. Just wnte today Rnd tell us tne·slZe of your tires
and the number you want. Tires will be shipped C. 0. D. with section
unwrapoed for inspection. All tires have non-skid tread.
CHARLES TIRE CORP. Dept. 746 2824 Wabaab A...,aue, Chicas<>

On legal affidavit, John Hart Brittain, l>nalneaa man, certlllec!.
to this: "My head at tlle top and back was absolutely bald. The
Jcalp was shiny. An expert said that he thought the hair roots were
e:i:tinct, and there was no hope of my ever having a new hair growth.
"Yet now, a~ an age over 66, I hnve a luxuriant growth of
jjoft, strong, luatroua hair I No trace of baldness, The pictures shoWl1
JI.ere are from my photographs." Mr. Brittain certified fnrt~r:

lNDIAl'{'S SECRET OF J{AIR GROWTH
"At a time when I had bocome discouragecf
Iii trying various hair lotions, tonics, specinlista'
treatments, etc., I came across, in my travels, a
Cherokee Indian 'medicine mon' who had an elixir
that he as•everated would grow my hair. Although A/fir Aoir grow,lt
i[ had bu, little faith. I gne it a trial: To m:,.
amazement a light fuzz soon appeared. It developed, day by day, fntc,
a healthy growtll, and ere long u,.y, hair :wa11 aa prolido aa in in:r
7outhful days.
That I ttas astonish,d and happy ir 1,cf>rusinq my stat, of mind mildly.
Obviously, tho hair roots had not been dead, but w ere dorman, in
the scalp, awaiting the fertili'l!'ing potency of the mysterious pomade.
I negotiated for and came into possessio n of the principle for preparing this mysterious elixir, now callod Kotall<o, and later had the,
P.luilowl.enbald, :recipe pu, into practical form by a chemist.
'.l'hat m7 own hair growth was permanent has been ampl7 proved."

How YOU May Grow YOUR Hair
It has been proved In very many cases tha~ ha!, roots did,

:1>ot die even when the hair fell out through d,ndrulf, fever.
olotecia areata or certain other hair or acalp disorders. Miu
A. D. Otto reports: "A bout 8 yeara ago my hoir bei;nn to fall
out until my scalp in spots was
almost entirely bald. I used
everything that was i:ecom":'end'l"
ed but was always d1sappomte<I
:\..
until at last I came acroaa KoFOR FAWNG HAIR
talko. :My bald spots are betni
covered now; the growth Is alBALDNESS, DANDRUFF
ready abou, three inches." G.
W. Mitchell report,: "I had
spota comr,Ietely bald, over
which hair s now groW1ng since
I used Kotalko." Mrs. Matilda.
Maxwell reports: ''The whole
front ot my head was as bald
u the palm of my hand for abou, 11> yeara. Since usinf
a,a11tl1rf#l
'Kotalko
iKotall<o, hair Is groWin&' aL over the pl&cei thai waa bald.'
for wom1t1' $ hair,
Man7 more splendid, convincing ;reports from. aatisded users.
contains GENUINE BEAR OIL and other potent In•
irredients. No alcohol no shampoo; but a hair elixir of
,I
wonderful efficacy. .Ali Ingredients a~e oafe and h,u:mleu,
ennforachild'ascalpand halr. Pos1tlvelyKOTALKOl1
• • - .,_
5
_,
one dell.-htfnlly reliable hair preparation that 1ucci,ed1
upon genuine merit. Buy a box ol XOTALXO at the drug ,tore. Or ask for Kotalka
of any lari,r& department store, Remembe<" th•
counter
dru&"
or
et the toilet goods
name• .Accept nothing elae as "just as good,'' $~00.00 GUAB.A.NTEE. Or If you send 10
a Pl?OOF l!OX of Kotalko with BROOHUR~
receive
'WIii
you
stamps),
cents (silver or
postpaid. Determine NOW to eliminate DANDRUFJl\_to treat BALDNESS, to STO.t"
pa.ranteed AOT.A.LXO, appl7 once or nrtoe
of
box
a
Get
FALLING.
JI.AIR FROM
daily; watch In your mirror. For PROOF BOX (10 cents, none other,rlae) write ~o

KO TA L l Q

FoiSale at all
BusyDrug Stores

Jt- fr{,
,
1
l:l.

u

I)- J•

KOTALKO OFFICES, BA-37&~-Statlon X, New York

Land birds far
from land form
one of the sights
to be witnessed by
on
passengers
board the steamb o a t s crossing
Michigan,
Lake
says the Detroit
This is
News.
said to be e<;pecially the case on
the steamboats of '
a line plying between Muskegon
and Chicago, a
distance of 100
miles. The steamboats sail after
dark.
At sundown the
spars and rigging of the vessels in the dock
form good resting
places for the
land birds. When
comes
darkness
and the boats begin to move it is
too late for them
to go ashore.
It is said to be
noun comm on
thing for the passengers to see a
strange sight just
between daybreak
and sunrise. The
bird s are waking
up and find themselves some thirty
odd miles from
land. They circle
about the boat
compelled to rest
on the rigg-ing,
some of them
seeming m u c h
perplexed, while
others make the
best of circumstances.
On one trip two
y e 11 ow hammers
or flickers were
among the company, as well as
Ji ttle
silent
a
that
sapsucker
pecked away at
ropes and spars
as if he were
b r e a k fa s t i ng
heartily on grubs.
a
was
There
frightened brown
thrush as well as
a pair of tiny
wrens and several grass sparrows .
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WOMEN
PRINTERS
WHO WIN
HIGH POSTS
IN GOVERNMENT SHOP
Public Printer
George H. Carter
announced recently the appointment of three
women in prominent positions in
the Government
Printing Office.
T he appointments i n c l u d e
Miss Josephine G.
Adams of the
District of Columbia as Assistant Superintendent of Documents at a salary
of 52,500 a year;
Mis~ Martha Feehan of New York,
a ssistant foreman
of the day proof
section, $2,300 a
year, and Miss
Mary T. Spalding of Maryland,
assistant foreman
in charge of the
machine sewing
section of the
bindery, at a salary of 80 cents
per hour.
This is the first
time in the history of the Government Printing
Office that women
have been promoted to such responsible p o s i tions.
Mr. Carter
stated that all of
the women thus
advanced by him
had merited their
p r o m o t i o n by
long and faithful
service and were
deemed especially
fitted for the new
positions to which
they have been
assigned.
These apnointroents, he added,
are in line with
his policy to give
suitable recognition to women
employees of the
Go vernment
Printing
Office,
who number more
than 1,00Qr
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VENTRILOQUISM

taugllt almost any one at home. Small cost.
Send TODAY 2 cents for particulars and
proof.
GEORGE W. SMITH,
Room )I-155 125 N. Jcif Ave., Peoria, Ill.
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